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Selectmen's Report
The resignation of Alan Edmond, the Town Administrator, to become Town
Manager in Leoanon provided an opportunity for detailed review of the ad-
ministrative needs of the Town and the decision was made to seek a replace-
ment who would be the Town Business Manager. This person would have
administrative responsibility for the fiscal management of the Town's
affairs. It was decided that the person sought would have extensive experi-
ence in the development of computer systems for conducting Town business.
Following a wide- spread search, the position was offered to Mr. Deane Sweet
of Croswell , Michigan who had been involved in precisely this kind of
activity.
There has been for a year or two preliminary discussion between the
Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee regarding the development of a
computer system for the Town. Both the increasing complexity of the budget
itself and the regulations surrounding the fiscal and land use management
decisions of a town in New Hampshire have been creating an ever increasing
clerical work load. Coupled with this has been the decision by State
officials and the legislature to move the provision of human services to the
town level. These pressures provide a powerful financial incentive for
putting as much work on a computer as possible to reduce the need for hiring
of additional personnel in the near future. The discussion has left the
preliminary stage and there will be a firm proposal by the end of December
1983 for the irrple-entation cf a system as rapidly as possible in 1984.
As one consequence of Mr. Sweet's employment, there has been an entire-
ly new chart of accounts developed for the budgeting process which makes it
easier to see the cost of the various individual programs in the Town but
in that process obscures the total cost of a given kind of expenditure; for
instance, insurance. A standard accounting coding system has been developed
to be usable with a computer to make the comparisons between annual budgets
on any basis perfectly feasible. Manually the work involved makes such com-
parisons not reasonable. A computer system will not lead to extensive
savings immediately. It will, however, reduce the need for hiring addition-
al personnel in the years to come. Monies now being expended for computer
services provided by outside agencies and to provide a new bookkeeping
machine will be used to help finance the development of Durham's new system.
A matter of continual concern during the year has been the competition
between the Town and a private applicant for the right to install a hydro
plant at the Wiswall Dam. It is the Town's position that while fiscally
the hydro plant can only feasibly be developed privately, control of the
site should be firmly established in the Town's domain. Given the impor-
tance of the impounded water as part of the Durham water supply and the
heavy use of the river for recreational purposes by Town residents, the
Town has continually urged hydro development which will not conflict unnec-
essarily with these activities. The Town has submitted plans which protect
these interests as well as providing energy at a higher level than that
proposed by the private developer. The Town will continue to defend its
interests in this matter as far as absolutely necessary to protect the
rights of the citizens in the area.
Beginning sometime in the late fall when it became apparent that the
University of New Hampshire was likely to receive a $15 million grant for
the construction of a space and marine science center, the question of the
Durham-UNH Fire Station and its space needs was reopened. There were some
severe time constraints involved in the whole matter of the movement
ot an
academic unit to be ready^for the opening of the University
m the tail or
1984. These constraints were intensified by Legal requirements for voting
on such a project, the borrowing of the money if the project were to be
approved, the issuance of RFP ' s for the construction and the construction
itself. The interval between the usual date of the Town Meeting and the
first of August which would be the time by which the Art Department would
have to move into new quarters was not sufficient for the planning and con-
struction time table which is mandated both by corporations and by the
State. As a consequence, the end of the calendar year has been consxroed in
dealing with the court and banks, the Fire Commissioners and the Budget
Cornmittee to create a schedule which will permit the proper evaluation of
the issue and meet the legal requirements for positive action if such is
the decision of the Town. The schedule could never have been developed
without the absolute cooperation of all of the parties that were involved
and the Selectmen are grateful for the attitude displayed in putting the
machinery in motion.
The construction of the Science Center at the Tr.iversity will provide
an opportxinity for reconstruction of some of the sewer and water facilities
in the Town that relate to the College Road. For some years it has been
apparent that a good deal of rebuilding needs to be done on Mill ?x.oad.
Action has been deferred until such time as it might be possible to deal
with the sewer and water oroblems at the same time. This now appears to
be a feasible prospect.
For the past two or three years the Town has not been deeply engaged
in capital projects in any of its basic services. However, it is quite
likely that the immediate future will find need for engaging in this kind
of activity again. There appears to be a need for upgrading the water
system; of looking at the needs of the District Court; and the provision of
more appropriate space for the Police Department. These are certain to be
issues which will engage the attention of the Board of Selectmen, the
Budget Committee and the Tovn Meeting in the immediate years ahead.
We want to thank the fine cooperation provided by the members oz tne
professional staff of the Town, during the interval between the resignation
of Mr. Edmond and the employment of >tr. Sweet as a member of the Town Office
Staff. Everyone deserves praise for his or her contribution. Mrs. Tirrell
provided yeoman service during that time. The professional staff of the
Town has provided the community over the past year with the level or ser-
vices to which it has become accustomed which, it must be recognized, is
not typical of most communities the size of Durham. It is the view of the
Owen B. Dxirgin, Chairman
Sheldon Prescott




Since assuming the duties of Town Business Manager in the latter part of June, I have
been acclimating myself to a different form of local government. New Hampshire laws and
regulations, a new professional role and staff. At times the experience has been both
exciting and frustrating, but above all it has been challenging. With the assistance and
understanding of the staff. Board of Selectmen, members of the various committees and
individual Durham residents, the adjustment period has been very smooth.
Michele and I are from St. Clair, Michigan, a small city of 5,000 on the St. Clair
River across from Ontario, Canada. I did ray undergraduate work at Michigan State Uni-
versity and also have a Master of Public Administration degree from Wayne State University
in Detroit. Michele has a B.A. from Albion College and has one class remaining to complete
her M.B.A. in Finance from Wayne State. Previously, I was the City Administrator for
Croswell, Michigan, where we were fortunate to increase the City's cash and investments
statement by nearly $500,000; improved the budgeting process and chart of accounts;
computerized all City services; installed an electrical peak generating station for the
City's electrical system and reduced property taxes and the millage rate four consecutive
years. Hopefully, we can all strive for the same type of results here in Durham.
During the first six and one-half months in ray new position, there have been several
areas in which I have been concentrating my efforts. Foremost was ensuring that all cash
received was deposited in a timely fashion and then invested in guaranteed instruments at
the highest possible interest rates. These efforts have resulted in a dramatic increase
in the average monthly interest income earned by the Town. For the initial five months
of 1983 the average monthly interest earned was $1,281.58; this has been increased to a
monthly interest figure of $9,743.61 for the period of June through December, 1983.
The budgetary chart of accounts has been completely revised to more accurately
reflect all of the cost of a given department or function. These changes were dovetailed
with the goal of in-house computerization of all Town records and accounts. The budgetary
format is based upon the standards of Governmental Accounting, Auditing and Financial
Reporting (GAAFR) and allows for a uniformity of account numbers throughout the entire
budget. Also, several accounts which were previously contained within the General Fund
("Federal Revenue Sharing and Parking) are now parceled off in separate, restricted funds.
This was done to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
A review of the charges for contracted-out police services indicated the Town was not
charging a fee sufficient to cover all of its expenses. A small increase in this charge
saved the Town twelve percent of the total contracted service fees. In the area of health
care insurance expenses, the Tovm will save approximately $3,500 in 1984 due to the cor-
rection and reclassification of several employees' coverage to couple status from the
previously-charged family rates.
Negotiations with the Durham Police Officers' Association resulted in a two-year
contract expiring December 31, 1985. The collective bargaining process was conducted in
a most professional manner, with both sides able to make positive alterations in the
previous contract. Changes made in the overtime provisions when an Officer is on an
extended leave or a position is vacant will save the Town several thousand dollars
annually.
The Town of Durham is to be commended for the quality of its staff. This may be
more obvious to me since I am new and came to the situation without preconceived notions.
Mrs. Beverly Burrows, Mrs. Alma Tirrell and especially Cathy Gagne are to be commended





lOSEPH J GIOROANI. C P /> MEMBERS
BR.ANPLORT.E.CPA
AuditOf'S RCpOrt '"^^"r^ntoc'^Ery-cpI^'"'^
TELEPHONE — 7723460 AICPA — PPIVATE COMPANIES
7 72 34a t PRACTICE SECTION
GIORDANI fii LORTIE, PROF. ASSN.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
P O BOX 459
EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03833
Board of Selectmen
Tov;n of Durham
Darhan, New Hampshire 03824-
V.'e have examined the financial statements of tne Town of Durham as of and for the year
ended December 31 » 19o,?, as listed in the table of contents. Our examination vras made
in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as 7;e consid-
ered necessary in the circumstances.
The Town of Durham has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets and accord-
ingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounLing
principles, is not included in the financial state.ments.
Ihe Jovm has not capitalised the cost of property, plant and equipment of the Water
ana oev/er Enterprise Funds or recorded the related depreciation costs thereon in the
current or prior years. The amounts by which the financial statements would change,
if these items were included, whale material, cannot be determined.
Because of the material effect or the above omissions, which are at variance with gen-
erally accepted accounting principles, in our opinion, the aforementioned financial
statements of the '.Vater and Sevier Enterprise Fund do not present fairly the financial
position of the 'iVater and Sewer Enterprise Funds of the Town of Durham at December 31,
19S2, or the results of its operations or changes in financial position for the year
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except for the VJater and Sewer Enterprise Fund and the omission of
a statement of general fixed assets, the financial statements of the Governmental
and Fiduciary Fund types present fairly the financial position of these f-unds of the
Town of Durham at December 31, 1982, and the results of their operations for the year
then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a
basis consistent with the preceding year.
c/ / -^ v/




JOSEPH J. GIORDANI. C P A. MEMBERS:
BRIAN P LORTIE, C.P.A. AMERICAN INSTITUTE — CPAs
NH SOCIETY —CPAs
TELEPHONE — 772 3460 AICPA — PRIVATE COMPANIES
772 3481 PRACTICE SECTION
GIORDANI & LORTIE. PROF. ASSN.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
P O BOX 459
EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03833
Board of Selec"cr.en
Town of Durham
Durham, Wew Hampsiiire 03o24
We have examined the combined financial statements for the Town of Durham for the year
ended December 31, 1982, and have issued our report thereon dated July 22, 19B3. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing pro-
cedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In connection with our examination we also performed tests of compliance with the
Revenue Sharing Act and Regulations as detailed in tiie Commentary on the Audit Re-
quirements of the 1980 Amendments to the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act issued
by the office of Revenue Sharing, U.S. Department cf the Treasury, and compared the
data on the appropriate Bureau of Census form with the audited records of the To'Affi of
Durham
.
In our opinion, for the items tested, the Town of Durham complied with the aforemen-
tioned provisions of the Revenue Sharing Act and Regulations; except for the follow-
ing matters:
The Tov.n did not publish within 30 days after adoption of the budget, that it was
available for public inspection.
Further, based on our examination and the procedures referred to above, nothing
came to our attention to indicate that the Town of Durham had not complied with the
afore.mentioned provisions of the Revenue Sharing Act and Regulations.
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772-3481 PRACTICE SECTION
GIORDANI & LORTIE, PROF. ASSN.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
P.O. BOX AS9
EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03833
Tovm of Durham
Selectnen's Office
Durham, New Hampshire 03S24
To The Board of Selectpersons:
V.'e have examined the financial statements of the Tov-n of Durham for the year ended
December 31, 19S2, and have issued our report thereon dated July 22, I983. As a
part of our examination we reviewed and tested the Town's system of internal account-
ing control to the extent v.e considered necessary to evaluate the system as required
by generally accepted auditing standard n. Under these .standards the purxiose of such
evaluation is to estatlish a basis for reliance thereon in determining the nature,
timing and extent of other auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an
opinion on the financial stateicents.
The objective of internal control is to provide reasonable but not absolute assurance
as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use or disposition,
and the reliability of financial records for preparing financial statements and main-
taining accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes
that the cost of a system of internal accounting control should not exceed the bene-
fits derived and also recognizes that the evaluation of these factors necessarily
requires estimates and judgements by those managing the Town's affairs.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the potential
effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In the performance of
most control procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of instructions, mis-
tates of judgement, carelessness or any other of several factors. Control procedures
whose effectiveness depends upon segregation of duties can be circumvented intention-
ally by those managing the Town's affairs with respect to the estimates and judgements
required in the preparation of financial statements.
Further projection of any evaluation of internal accounting control to future periods
is subject to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions and that the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation of the Town of Durham's system of internal accounting control
for the year ended December 31^ 1982, which was made for the purpose set forth in the
first paragraph above, would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
However, such study and evaluation disclosed the following conditions that we believe





As of December 31, 1932
FjRCiiASiNc:. n£CLr/i:;G a.'^d accoltjts payable:
The inonitoring cf expenditures could be controlled efficiently with the requirement
of a mandatory purchase order system.
The purpose of this system v;ould be: good accounting control which means better safe-
guarding of assets, such as protection against theft, quantity errors, extension errors
and receiving errors to mention but a few. Persons receiving goods would be required
to sign for them as another safeguard. The purchase order system would result in a
.TiOre efficient accounting for expenditures. Again costs should not cut weigh the bene-
fits v.-hen considering or implementing a system. However, such disclosures should be
made for future decisions in updating and improving.
Recording cf acccjnxs payable and encumbrances have not been maintained in the Tov,ti's
accounts as a matter of policy. Depending on the nature and amounts of the payables
or encumcrances it could lead to a distortion of the monthly financial data being
revie;ved arid acted upon.
It is understood that the Town's officials are very cost conscious and the develop-
ment of a system of accounting for payables and encumbrances should be discussed. The
acditional infor:r.ation provided through these accountings v:ould be reflected in the
expenditure acco'onts. This would update the acco'unts and the review of actual versus
budgeted can be more accurately acted upon. Such procedures woulQ also comply with
generally accepted accounting principles applicable to governments for using the modi-
fied accrual basis of accounting.
PROPERTY AIJD EQUIH.!E^:T:
The Town does not maintain records of general fixed assets such as property and equip-
ment vdth a life expectancy exceeding one year. The recording of fixed assets would
fulfill the need to provide for physical dollar value control and establish account-
ability for general government capital expenditures over the year.
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be determined on an
ginnual basis for the purpose of measuring total cost of governmental services and eval-
uating the efficiency of programs.
PAYROLL RECORD KEEPING POLICIES:
Procedures for controlling payroll records should include updating federal form W-4
(employee's withholding allowance certificate) on an annual basis for all the depart-
ments of the Town. These are federal regulations and should be complied with on a
yearly basis.
Pursuant to the above policy, salary adjustments should be attached to the most correct
^i-A form showing authorization of the change.
BAiNi?: DEPOSITS:
The tax collector collects all monies from the water department, sewer department,
selectmen, town clerk and tax collector. The daily cash is summarized on the individual






As cf December ?1, 19c:2
fund deposit, slips, however; these funds nay not be deposited for a v/eek or longer.
It is recomniended that all bank deposits be deposited no later than the follovdng
day. TMs gives the treasurer the opportunity to invest these funds sooner, and allow
for a complete and accurate cash flow projection.
COLLECTION OF WATER AIJD SUim FUNDS:
Vihen the ta:>: collector collects the v;ater and server payments she keeps the small part
of the bill as her receipt. The tax collector v/ill turn over the receipted bill to
the bookkeeper v;ho will post the paynient to the subsidiary ledger cards. When the
payments v;ere posted some v/ere done incorrectly, as the amount received, was not listed.
It is recc:Tnen(Ied that a starp be purchased Vvlth the follovdng information; Paid, date
paid, amount paid. This should alleviate the incorrect posting to the subsidiary led-
ger cards.
CO.TTROL OVEK ACCOU".'TS RECZr/ABLE:
The -water and sewer accounts receivable subsidiary ledger is not being balanced to the
accounts receivable control card on a monthly basis.
It strongly recommended that a policy be adopted recommending that the subsidiary led-
ger be balanced againsL the accounts receivable control account at least monthly. This
v.ould ensure tha^ the subsidiary ledger is in agreement with control account. After
reconciling the subsidiary ledger, an aging of the individual account balances should
be done quarterly. This v;ould assist the business manager and selectmen as to which
accounts are long overdue and what appropriate action should be taken.
.MISC ELIAN'SOUS ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE:
Vrnen the v.-ater and sewer bills customers for repair services, and invoice is sent. An
individual ledger card listing the customers name and services rendered is not prepar-
ed. Once the bill has been sent, no further attempt is made to collect it. Their still
remains unpaid customers from 1980 and 1981 with no attempt made for collection and in
some instances unable to identify the customer.
We recomjnend that billing and collection policy be changed immediately. That individual
ledger cards be started with the unpaid balance at December 31> 1982. A policy should
be implemented for rebilling unpaid customers, within a 30 day and 60 day period and
what legal action should be taken by the selectmen if the bill still remains unpaid.
PETTY CASH:
A petty cash fund of $100.00 is maintained by the bookkeeper. During 1982 there was
no supervisory review and control. Nor was there approval of the expenditures.
It is suggested that the business manager randomly count the petty cash and approve
reimbursements
.






As of December 31, 1982
IIJVOICES NOT KIIT-IERICALLY I'im.IBERED
:
Invoices billed by the Town, Water Department, Sewer Department and Police Department,
are not numerically numbered.
It is recommended that a numerical numbering system be implemented immediately. This
would allow future correspondence with customer to refer to a specific invoice.
CaiPUTER SYSTLM:
Presently, the To'.vn uses an NCR bookkeeping machine for posting cash receipts, cash
disbar seirents and billings for town functions. Due to the bookkeeping system, the
person posting to the individual accounts is not required to perform double entry acc-
ounting. At year-end there were in excess of 100 adjustir^ journal entries posted in
order to bring the books into proper balance. V^ith a double entry accounting system,
this should not be the situation.
It is recommended that the Tcvm consider purchasing a computer with software adaptable
zo governmental accounting. This would ensure double entry accounting for all posting
to the individual furids. With the conversion to the computer the business manager
could supervise the functions of the bookkeeper and ascertain that the accourxts have
been properly posted. Along with accurate monthly financial statements being prepared.
PJ:V.^UATI0N of land AI^ID BUILDINGS:
During 1932 the Town's valuation of property was 53% of the current fair market value.
This could present a burden to the selectmen in tr^-ing to arrive at proper land and
building valuations of new homeov/ners.
It is recommended that the selectmen recognize the need to hiave all properties assess-
ed at 100^ of current valuation. This should be considered in the next couple of years.
A way to relieve the tax burden in year of re-assessing would be to budget some money
in the capital reserve fund.
At this time we would like to thank everyone involved for their assistance during the
audit. Any questions relating to the above management letter will be discussed in de-
tail upon request. We look forward to serving you in the future.
Very truly yours,
^
Giordani & Lortie, Prof. Assn.
Certified Public Accountants
Dated .7^ /y J>^ /ff-j





PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN UNRESERVED FUND
BALANCE AND BUDGET SUMMARY
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1983
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
Fund Balance - January 1, 1983 $ 113,045
ADD: Net Budget Surplus 142,780










Appropriation Surplus: ( 2, 168 )
NET BUDGET SURPLUS: $ 142,780
17
Town Treasurer
GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT: Durham Bank
Cash Balance, 1/1/83
RECEIPTS:
Received from Tax Collector




RECEIVED FROM STATE AND FEDERAL SOURCES:
Revenue Receipts $
Revenue Sharing Reimbursement




RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES:
Reimbursements, T.A.N. & Acct. Transfers 3,290,363.44
Miscellaneous Town Revenues 282,690.58
Water Department Reimbursement 122,500.00
Sewer Department Reimbursement 267,540.80
Certificate of Deposit Interest 74,917.00
TOTAL RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES:
Total Receipts and Beginning Balance:
Total Cash Disbursements & Account Transfers:






FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Bank Ace t. , 1/1/83:
Receipts :
United States Treasury Department
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance;
Transferred to General Funds:
BALANCE, FEDERAL RE^^NbT SHARING






GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES PROJECT
Balance, Durham Bank Acct., 1/1/83:
BALANCE, GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES
PROJECT, December 31, 1983
408.07
408.07
ROAD RESTORATION DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Bank Acct., 1/1/83:
Receipts :
Selectmen's Transmittal
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance;
BALANCE, ROAD RESTORATION DEPOSIT





SEWER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Bank Acct., 1/1/83:
Receipts ;
Sewer Entry Fees
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Transferred to General Funds:
BALANCE, SEWER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES













Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Transfers & Reimbursements
















Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Transferred to General Funds & Disbursed










WATER DEPARTMENT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
ACCOUNT
Open Balance, Durham Bank Acct., 1/1/83;
Receipts;
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance
Transferred to General Funds
Bank Activity Fee
BALANCE IN CHECKING ACCOUNT,








WATER DEPARTMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNT




BALANCE, WATER DEPARTMENT SAVINGS





BANK OF NKW I'NCT.AND CIIICCKING ACCOUNT
Open Balance, 1/1 /83:
Receipts :
Tax Anticipation Notes
Beginning Balance, plus Receipts:
Disbursed
Bank Activity Fees









WASTE TREATMENT CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT




Durham Bank General Funds
Beginning Balance, plus Receipts:
Disbursed








statement of Bonded Debt
TOWN OF DURHAM
STATEMENT OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1983
TOWN OF DURHAM
STATEMENT OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1983
Trustees of Trust Fund
There were thirteen burials in the Durham Cemetery in 1983; five of
which were for cremains, and eight standard lots.
The Cemetery Committee (Trustees of the Trust Funds, plus the Select-
men) authorized the Trustees to raise the price of cemetery lots as of
April 1, 1983, in order to keep up with inflation. This was publicized
well ahead of time, and fourteen lots were sold before the deadline (more
than had been sold in any previous year of recent record). These, plus
three later sales, increased the Town Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds over
twenty percent. However, it must be pointed out that maintenance costs,
as charged by the Public Works Department, have increased over forty per-
cent. Once again we warn that cemetery maintenance in the future, if the
Town charges continue to escalate, may require a direct Town appropriation
over and above reliance on the income from Perpetual Care Funds.
The 250th Anniversary Committee was disbanded in 1983, and the remain-
ing funds in its treasury, in accordance with the Committee's wishes and
vote, and with the confirming vote of the Board of Selectmen, were placed
under the jurisdiction of the Trustees of Trust Funds in the "Smith Town
Improvement Fund" to be used for the "general improvement of the Town" at
the discretion of the Trustees. The donated sums amount to $3,594.85 as
of 12/31/83, with some inventory items still to be liquidated and with
income from the invested total to be added.
The Trustees gratefully acknowledge the receipt of several gifts to
trust funds in their care for private graveyards. Few of these funds are
large enough to provide really adequate attention. If any of your ances-
tors are buried in a local private graveyard, you are urged to consult
with the Trustees to determine whether or not a trust fund exists; and if
so, whether or not it is adequate. We particularly wish to acknowledge a
gift from the Durham Historic Association establishing a trust fund for a
previously "abandoned" yard, the Daniel Chesley graveyard north of Route 4,
near Johnson's Creek. This graveyard is now assured of at least minimal
perpetual care along with other "trusted" yards.
It is hoped that other groups, and also individuals, will follow suit,
as only 27 of the 75 known burial grounds in Town are funded in any way.
For the remaining 48, the descendants of the occupants have made no provi-
sion at all. The Trustees attempt to provide some measure of attention to
these abandoned yards by means of the annual appropriation from the Town,
and through volunteer labor. We particularly wish to recognize Phil Wilcox
in this regard, who continues to contribute his knowledge and enthusiasm
year after year. No one can ever count the hours Phil has invested in
this project.
The Trustees' plans for carrying out a limited timber harvest on the
Doe Farm are awaiting the attention of the State Forester, who will actu-
ally mark the trees to be cut. Once this has been done, specific plans
for the harvest will be completed.
We also wish to recognize the excellent services of Guy Hodgdon, who
acts as intermediary between the Trustees and the Town work force which
maintains not only the main Town Cemetery, but also the "trusted" private
graveyards and the Doe Farm. Respectfully submitted.
Herbert W. Jackson, Chairman
Frederick C. Ober , Treasurer
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Taxes Committed to Collector :
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes









Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties Collected on Delinquent Taxes
TOTAL DEBITS
1983
Summary of Tax Sale Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 51, 1985
DR..
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
As of January 1, 1985
Taxes Sold to Town During Year








































1983 APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Budget Committee
The amounts in many accounts are not individually comparable to last
year's nximbers. However, the change in the system is definitely for the
better.
In prior years, certain expenses were lumped together, rather than
assigned to the department or function which incurred them. For example,
all Employee Health Insurance was in Account #70.40 in previous years.
This year, the insurance is divided into all departments which are covered.
I^ile putting the total bill into one account was easier to handle, it
meant that the real costs of each Town function were not available.
In 1983, the Budget Committee directed the Town administrators to
revise the budget format so that all revenues and expenses related to a
specific Town department or function could be directly traced to that
department or function. The Town administrators have done so, and begin-
ning this year, the Town can now see the total expected costs and revenues
for each department and can judge each based on its real costs.
However, because of the change, this year's individual budget accounts
and numbers do not directly relate to previous years' ^ To give a specific
example: In 1983, the Town Office Supplies budget was shown in Account
20.10. This year, there is not an equivalent account. Instead, the ex-
penses are assigned to the following accounts:
1-100-728 Office Supplies (Board of Selectmen)
1-170-728 Office Supplies (Town Business Manager)
1-170-729 Books and Publications (Town Business Manager)
1-201-728 Office Supplies (Accounting)
1-243-728 Office Supplies (Property Records)
1-243-740 Operating Supplies (Property Records)
1-301-728 Office Supplies (Police Department)
1-301-729 Books and Publications (Police)
1-801-728 Office Supplies (Planning Board)
1-801-729 Books and Publications (Planning Board)
1-801-940.2 Equipment Rental, Interdepartmental (Planning Bd.
)
1-801-968 Plat Subdivision Fees (Planning Board)
1-426-740 Operating Supplies (Civil Defense)
1-215-728 Office Supplies (Town Clerk/Tax Collector)
1-215-740 Operating Supplies (Town Clerk/Tax Collector)
But, the totals in each of those new accounts do not add to the old
20.10 account, because some other old accounts are also included in
specific new accounts. For example, 1-215-728 includes office supplies
from the old accounts 20.15 (Town Office Operating Expenses, Office Equip-
ment) and 20.92 (Town Clerk/Tax Collector Expenses) as well as some of the
supplies from 20.10.
For reasons such as these, the changes do mean some frustrations
but they will be for this year only. The benefits from the changes mean
that we all will be able to see just exactly how much our Fire Department,
Police Department, Public Works Department, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, etc.,




During the calendar year of 1983, welfare funds totaling $2,934.56
were utilized to positively affect the lives of seven Durham families and
individuals. These are people who do not meet the guidelines or time-
tables of structured welfare programs, but who have urgent needs which are
no less important.
The individuals and families assisted with welfare funds this year are
of varied backgrounds; four long-time Durham residents, two University of
New Hampshire students and one Durham resident with special needs.
In the last two months of 1983 the demand for welfare assistance
greatly intensified, which was in great contrast to the earlier portion of
the year. This is an underlying problem with the welfare function -- the
unpredictability of the demand for services. Fortunately, there are other
avenues of assistance, and I would like to personally thank the members of
the One-A-Month Club for their extremely generous support. Without their
assistance, the monetary demands for welfare assistance upon the Town of
Durham would have been much greater.
To reach as many Durham residents as possible, the Strafford County
Community Action Program established regular hours at the Town Offices in
1983. Fran Masi was instrumental in arranging this outreach program.
Janet Cosgrove, of the Strafford County Welfare Department, merits
special recognition for her continuing guidance and consultation to two
neophyte welfare officers during the year. Also, Mrs. Alma Tirrell
deserves recognition for fulfilling a trying, and at times confusing, role






iJurinq tile past year t'lG Boini of Fire Cc»Tinissicners was bus^/ trying to resolve the
dilGima of orovidijia an acfeqvnte facilitv to 'tduso the fire department. An offer from the
University on available space was accented by the Board of Commissioners tlius patting into
motion tie necessary procedures to alert tlie Tovn of tlie proposal, hs of the end of 1983
a date of j£uiuar'/ 21, 1J)34 has been set for a si>?cial to\vn meeting to enal^le the 'Ibwn to
vote on tl>e issue.
l-7iti tile rotireimBnt of old Digino 3 and tlie present tanker in poor condition the
Board of Fire Comnissioners once again is requesting the purchase of a tanker-ounper
combination w.iich will bring our rorpaircl p-jmr^ing capacif/ up to standards \\;hile also
resolving tiie tanJ^r replacement proi^lem. In effect \/o are asking for 1 vehicle to
replace 2 vt";iiicles, tiius realizing a savings of ta:< dollars, space and increasing the
department's officienc/.
Tne Board of Fire Corrnissioners also hire(i a new Fire Chief. Raymond T. De\:rtiurst was
liired as of April 1, 1333. He was a former diief in ^Chester, U.H. and for tlie past
eight years he \/as tiie M«7 Hampshire State Fire Marsiial, so he is very familiar wit!i tlie
Ibwn and Universit/.
Tiie Board also filled the four vacancies witliin the iJermanent ranJ-cs.
selected after an extensive examination process.
These men vere
T*ne Board of Fire COimissioners is proud of t!ie wav the Fire Oepartmant personnel
iiandle tiemselves under some very andesir.able and trving oonditions. T.ie professional
trainina and ability of the personnel couplei with numerous fire prevention and education
programs help ensure tiie proper protection of tiie CcsTimunity and the University.
Richarri L. ProuLx, Chairman
James C. Chamber1in
David Flanders
BOARD OF FIRF CafIISSIOI>]ERS
DURHAM'S FIRST "LADDER" TRUCK
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Fire Department
Tfie past year proved to be a bus"/ time for tlie OurhaTT-U^W Fire Department, witii a
total of 1,341 calls which this department resrxDnded to. Actual fire calls incl'jfled 14
venicle fires, 22 chimney fires, 14 brush fires, 4 stove fires, 5 structure fires, and
30 miscellaneous, nuisance type fires. Tlie department also responded to 220 medical aid
incidents.
Tlie permanent persomel have continued to participate in on-duty training sessions,
along with available sy)ecialized sclxoling. Physical fitness and training are also part
of their daily routine.
T-ie Call Department is continuing to attract n»7 mernbers. They hold meeting and
training sessions tvice a montli throughout the vear, with additional training also avail-
able to tliem.
T'lere are several certified State Fire Instructors within the Fire Departnent. They
have been active in conducting local and regional fire training programs.
Engine I has been refurbished with a na^ bo-^y aivl is in excellent condition. All
other apparatus are in excellent to fair condition with tie exception of Tanker I \a^c1i is
in poor condition, to the point ^"T'lere it m,ay te necessary to have it removed from service
in the near future.
Trie activities of the Bureau of Fire Prevention increased over tie past year as a
result of the increase in nev building construction. Life Safety Code enforcement and a
general increase in ituIjIIc fire safety education and awareness.
.'•lajor new building constrijcticn for both the Town and the University required numerous
meetings and inspectioas to ensure oonpliance with existing codes regarding tlie mandated
fire protection features.
Life Safety Code surveys were conducted in the aonmunity and the process of upgrading
existing buildings to comply with the Code caitinues. I5ie cooperation received front the
various 'easiness and property owners was appreciated in tlie above effort.
The Town lias been fortunate in that we have not suffered a large dollar loss frcro
fire during the year 1933. The estimated insured dollar loss last year was under $ 30,000
which is a very minute percentage of tlie total property valuation. A total community
conmitnent to fire safety will helo maintain and keep the fire losses down.
Chimney, wx>dstove and fireplace inspections continued throughout the year. These
inspections are one of tlia services provided by the department in the interest of public
safety. During these inspections many potential problem areas were discovered and rectif-
ier!. However, chimneys and woodstoves are still one of the leading causes of fire problems
in residential occupancies tiiroughout tlie town. Proper installation, cleaning anri main-
taining on a regular basis will help to reduce these incidents. Cleaning can vary from
once a month to once a year deper^ng on your installation and \^rood burning Iiabits.
In Septent)er of 1933 tl-e State Legislature enacted a maaiatory smoke detector law.
This department, along witi otiier fire dei^artments t'lroughout the state worked diligently
for the passage of this bill. In sumnary, every rental area in a building be it an
apartment, diplex or just a room, is ra^uired to liave a smoke detector. The Fire Department
will gladly assist you with infonraticn on the installation and/or location of these
proven life saving devices.
Also the Tbwn of Durham recently enacted an ordinance rec^iring a permit for the
purcliase, installation and use of unvented space heaters. Tiis ordinance was necessary
to ccmply witii tlie state law which mandated that local governmental officials establisli a
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oermit system for those citizens desiring to piirdiase, install and use an unvented space
heater. The Fire Departnt3Jit is ready to assist ^./ou in the interest of providing a fire
safe environrrent.
Tlio Duriiam-LR'IH Dispatch Center logged 21,332 incidents for 4 Fblioe Departnents, 1
Securitv Departnent, 6 Fire Deparbrents , 3 Ambulance Services, 1 Fast Squad, and 2 Public
\ifc)rks .DepartiTHnts. T.u2 total number of logged incidents is an increase of 2,106 incidents
over 1932. A breakdo^vn of tlie 1983 incidents are as follows:
Ibtal Reoeived in Center
Alam Activations 1,094
(does not include tests)
Police and Secjrity Calls 14,614
:Xu:ham-lJ:JII Fire Departn^nt Calls 1,341
Durham TVmbulance Corns Calls 472
i:)ur;iam and LTJH Public ^'forks Calls 3,591
Other Tavn Fire and .Ambulance Calls 770
TOTAL 21,382
Numerous otiier activities and servioes T^rovided Ijy the Disnatch Center throughout tiie
year all add up to a very busy unit.
Ihe futiare of tlie Durham-UNII Dispatch Center needs to be closely locked at. Serious
considerations should bo irade of equipiient replacement and adequate nunfcer of personnel
needed aloig with additional space in order for tlie Dispatch Center to meet the increasing
activities and demands placed upon it.
The cooperation tliat tlie Fire Department and the Dispatch Center has received from






The Durham Ambulance Corps was founded in I968 in memory of Dr. George
G. McGregor. The Corps provides free emergency medical care and ambulance
service to the residents of Durham, Lee, Madbury, and the University of New
Hampshire
.
In addition to responding to the various emergencies, personnel of the
Corps have volunteered many hours to stand by at UNH football games and
Commencements, and at fairs held in Durham, Lee and Madbury. Our members
have given a number of lectures and demonstrations to community and Univer-
sity groups throughout the year.
In February, the Ambulance Corps received its I983 Ford van ambulance.
This ambulance matches the I98O Wheeled Coach in service for several years.
The ambulances are rotated monthly to prolong their usefulness.
The Corps added the following equipment to its vehicles this year:
another Sager traction splint, Pro splints, and two Sherman short boards.
The Corps donated a Sherman short board to the Fire Department's rescue
truck. To protect our attendants, we placed three heavy duty rescue coats
on each ambulance. We began to upgrade our equipment to provide for ad-
vanced life support skills by acquiring small pieces of equipment such as
laryngoscopes and endotracheal tubes.
The Durham Ambulance Corps is presently made up of 29 active members
including ^ Nationally Registered Paramedics, 1 paramedic student, 20 Nation-
ally Registered Emergency Medical Technicians, 1 New Hampshire Emergency
Medical Technician, and three members with Red Cross Advanced First Aid and
Emergency Care. We are still working with area hospitals and the Regional
EMS Council to develop protocols for our Paramedics.
The hours put in to maintain and upgrade our attendants' skills are
numerous. The average EMT program is 120 hours long and includes 10 hours
of observation time at a hospital emergency room. After one year of experi-
ence, an EMT may take the advanced EMT modules Esophageal Obturator Airway
(EOA) and Military Anti-Shock Trousers (MAST) courses. These, along with the
courses in Advanced Patient Assessment and Mass Casualty Treatment, are
each an additional 10-20 hours. The Paramedic program, on the other hand,
takes more than I500 hours and is completed over two years. This training
yields an Associates Degree in Emergency Medical Care. The student receives
classroom and clinical training in injection techniques, defibrillation,
intubation, IV insertion, and various advanced rescue procedures. Upon
completion of the program, the student must pass the rigorous practical
and written National Registry Exam. Every two years the Paramedic must
pass the Advanced Cardiac Life Support course given by the American Heart
Association and complete the re-registration requirements of the National
Registry of EMTs.
The Durham Ambulance Corps continued to hold monthly training meetings
with the following people as guest speakers: Dr. Paul Young on pathology,
Lt. John Rines on fireground and EMS operations, Peter Yost on heights
rescue, and Dr. Wallace Gaye on chest and abdominal emergencies. The
remainder of our meetings stressed the review of practical skills.
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Once again, our cxxDperativo town and state forest fire prevention and control program
leads tlie nation in least acres burned per forest fire averaging less tlian one-half acre
per fire statev>;ide.
At the Town level, your Fbrest Fire Warden is responsible for the prevention and con-
trol of all grass and woods fires when the ground is not stxj^-j covered.
Forest fire prevention is achieved at the B3^^m level by issuing a written perndt for
every fire that is to )oe kindled on the ground out of doors when tlie ground is not oovered
\^itl\ snc:^\;. Each person wishing to have an outside fire nust obtain this written permit,
free of c;iarge, from tlie Town Fire Warden before kindling tne fire. Any person that does
not obtain a fire permit, wlien one is required, is violating our forest fire permit law
and is subject to a oourt appearance and could be fined up to $ 1,000 ami receive a jail
sentence of up to one year.
I^ fire permit will be issued between 9:00am and 5:00pm unless it is raining. The
reason for this is tvrafold: the fire danger increases steadily between 9:00am and 2:00pm,
then subsides to a safe level between 2:00pni and 5:00pra. This happens because the sun
dries out the fine fuels that are easily ignited and dries the air whicli permits rapid
fire spread. Also during this part of the day volunteer firefi<^ters are not readily
available in most coimunities so an escaped fire could bum longer and cause greater
damage before being suppressed.
Your cooperation in burning only \i^en conditions are safe is greatly appreciated.
As Smokey says, "Remember, Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires I"
CONTROLLED BURNING DURING CONSTRUCTION OF THE WATER RESERVOIR 50 YEARS AGO
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I attended, and as President, presided at two meetings of the Executive
Committee of the New Hampshire Health Officers Association, and meetings of
that Association held at Lebanon in April and at Laconia in November.
Lawrence W. Slanetz
Health Officer
BAGDAD WOOD APARTMENTS Located on Madbury Road
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1983 BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND TOWN OFFICERS
(Seated, left to right) Anne E. Goodman, Norman W. Stiles,
Chairman Owen B. Durgin, James C. Chamberlin
(Standing, left to right) Police Chief Paul Gowen, Public Works Director
George Crombie, Selectman Sheldon Prescott,
Town Business Manager Deane R. Sweet,
Selectmen's Secretary Alma B. Tirrell.
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1984 Town Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Durham, County of Strafford, State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster River Cooperative High
School Gymnasium, Durham, New Hampshire, on Tuesday , the thirteenth day of
March, 1984 , A.D., at 8:00 A.M. (E.S.T.) to act on the following ballot
articles
:
1, 2, 3 & 4
As provided by law, there can be no discussion on these articles prior
to balloting.
POLLS WILL CLOSE AND ACTION BY BALLOTING on the articles referred to
above and listed below will cease at 7:00 P.M. The ballots will then be
counted and the results announced.
Further, in compliance with action approved by the Town Meeting on
March 7, 1972 (Article 2), you are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster
River Cooperative High School G3rmnasium at 7:00 P.M. , on Wednesday,
March 14, 1984 , to act on all other articles in this warrant.
ARTICLE 1 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To choose two (2) Selectmen for a term
of three (3) years; one (1) Town Clerk-Tax Collector for three (3) years;
one (1) Treasurer for three (3) years; one (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds
for three (3) years; one (1) Moderator for two (2) years; one (1) Super-
visor of the Checklist for six (6) years; four (4) Budget Committee Members
for three (3) years; three (3) Budget Committee Members for two (2) years;
one (1) Budget Committee Member for one (1) year; and all other elective
officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of adoption of Amend-
ment No. ]^ as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Durham Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
Revise the following section of the Zoning Ordinance to only allow exterior
illuminated signs.
CHANGE within Section 7.34 Illumination .
a. The words "Continuous indirect" to "exterior."
REVISE TO READ:
7.34 - a. Signs may be illiiminated only by exterior white light
sources so placed that they will not constitute a hazard
to street or highway driving by glare.
ARTICLE 3 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of adoption of Amend-
ment No. 2^ as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Durham Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
REVISE Section 7.45 Pro.jecting Signs .
ADD "and Office and Research District" after the words "within the
Business A and B Districts,"
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REVISE TO READ:
7.A5 Projecting Signs . Within the Business A and B Districts and Office
and Research District, only one accessory projecting sign shall be permitted
for each business ownership; it shall not project horizontally in excess of
six (6) feet; it shall be erected at a height of not less than eight (8)
feet above the sidewalk or ground level; and it shall not exceed twenty (20)
feet in surface area on each of two sides nor a total of forty (40) square
feet on all sides.
ARTICLE 4 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of adoption of Amend-
ment No. 3^ as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Durham Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
REVISE Article 7.48 Wall Signs .
ADD "and Office and Research District" after the words "within the
Business A District."
REVISE TO READ:
Within the Business A and Office and Research District, no wall sign shall
exceed ten percent of the area of the building face to which it is attached,
but in no case shall it exceed 48 square feet in size. Within the Business
B District, the cumulative size of permitted signs on any one business
establishment shall not exceed ninety-six square feet. Within the Commercial
Residential (CR) Zoning District, no wall sign shall exceed ten percent of
the area of the building face to which it is attached, but in no case shall
it exceed 32 square feet in size. Within the Commercial Residential 1
(CR-1) Zoning District, no wall sign shall exceed ten percent of the area
of the building face to which it is attached, but in no case shall it
exceed 32 square feet in size.
THE PRECEDING CONCLUDES THE OFFICIAL BALLOT ARTICLES
ARTICLE 5 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) in
order to purchase a tanker /pumper truck for the Durham-UNH Fire Department.
Such sum to be raised through the issuance of general obligation bonds or
notes, under the Municipal Finance Act, and to authorize the Selectmen to
take such other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, nego-
tiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best
interest of the Town of Durham.
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.) (Ballot after discussion.)
(Two-thirds of the issue and costs to be paid by the University of New
Hampshire.
)
ARTICLE 6 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
Slim of Thirty Thousand, Two Hundred Dollars ($30,200.00) for the purpose of
making the following recreational improvements:
1. Plexipave Tennis Courts (Father Lawless Complex) $ 5,500.00
2. Portable Bleachers $ 2,110.00
3. Playground Equipment (Father Lawless Complex) $ 4,000.00
4. Jackson's Landing Skating Facility Improvement:
To include facilities for box soccer, street
hockey and basketball $18,590.00
TOTAL: $30,200.00
If adopted, the sum approved shall be added to the Parks & Recreation budget.
(Recommended by the Parks & Recreation Committee.)
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ARTICLE 7 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
to the Federal Land & Water Conservation Fund Program for matching funds
not to exceed Fifteen Thousand One Hundred Dollars ($15,100.00) for the
purposes of the items identified in Article 6 of this Warrant, and to
accept and expend such funds for these purposes.
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.)
(Recommended by the Parks & Recreation Committee.)
ARTICLE 8 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to receive
and deposit in the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, Federal Revenues allocated
to the Town by the Federal Government under provisions of the 1972 Acts of
Congress, as amended, establishing the State and Local Assistance Act, and
to authorize withdrawal from this fund for budgeted appropriations (see
Budget) in the approximate amounts and for the purposes listed as follows:
1984 ANTICIPATED AVAILABLE FUNDS: APPROXIMATELY $157,502.76
ITEM
1. Computer
2. Town Office Remodeling
3. Town Beautif ication
4. Parks & Recreation Improvements
5. Police Cruiser
6. Newmarket Health Center
7. Oyster River Home Health
8. Library
9. Welfare
10. Old Age Assistance
11. Edgewood Road Sidewalk
12. Street Lighting
13. Public Works Salaries
TOTAL PROPOSED REVENUE SHARING:















ARTICLE 9 . To see if the Town will vote to adopt the budget for the
period January 1, 1984 - December 31, 1984, as submitted by the Budget
Committee in the amount of Three Million, Four Hundred Five Thousand,
One Hundred Forty-Nine Dollars ($3,405,149.00), and to raise by taxes the
sum of One Million, Two Hundred Eighteen Thousand, Six Hundred Forty-Seven
Dollars ($1,218,647.00) for the purposes thereof. (See Budget Detail.)
ARTICLE 10 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of approximately Four Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars ($460,000.00)
to defray its share of the cost of Strafford County Government.
ARTICLE 11 . To see if the Town will vote to convey to Nicholas and
Beatrice Gegas a 10.00' by 83.00' strip of land containing approximately
811 square feet located in the southwesterly corner of the Pettee Brook Lane
parking lot abutting the present Gegas property. In consideration of this
transfer the Gegases have conveyed to the Town an 896 square foot easement
in a strip of land on Jenkins Court and have further agreed to convey a
perpetual easement for parking purposes to the Town of Durham in the land
which is being conveyed to them.
ARTICLE 12 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain such Federal,
State or other assistance as may be available for public works or other
municipal functions, and to expend such funds for those projects.
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.)
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ARTICLE 13 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen,
under authority of R.S.A. 80:42, to sell and transfer the tax lien and/or
the title to real estate acquired by the Town at a tax collector's sale for
non-payment of taxes, in default of redemption for such tax sale within the
time limited by law, by deed or otherwise upon such terms as the Selectmen
shall deem to be in the best interests of the Town.
ARTICLE 14 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow necessary money in anticipation of taxes by issuing short-term
notes.
ARTICLE 15 . Pursuant to RSA 39.3, we, the undersigned, respectfully
request the Board of Selectmen to include the following article in the 1984
Town Warrant : To see if the Town of Durham shall call upon the Governor
and Executive Council, its State Representative (s) and State Senator to
promptly convene a Special Session of the Legislature for the sole purpose
of preventing the imposition of huge cost increases in electric rates
resulting from the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant on the citizens, businesses,
schools and agencies in the Town of Durham, and to direct the Selectmen to
promptly notify our above listed elected officials of the Town's desire.
(Petitioned by 13 legal voters as follows: Mary K. Metcalf, Jane Kaufmann,
Richard L. Kaufmann, Margaret R. McLane , Mary Gale Anderson, Suzann F.
Griffith, Susan L. Williams, Lydia S. Willits, Janet E. Schaffer, Stephen
Wing, Charles R. Finnegan, Scott Brown, Margaret Tillinghast .
)
ARTICLE 16 . To see if the Town will vote to rescind the provisions of
Article 26 passed at the 1976 Town Meeting, and adopt the following: To see
if the Town will adopt the provisions of R.S.A. 72:62 for a property tax
exemption to equal the amount of the solar energy heating or cooling system
or $2,000, whichever is the lesser. This article will become effective
April 1, 1984.
ARTICLE 17 . To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this 20th day of February in the year of
our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Four.
Owen B. Durgin, Chairman
Sheldon Prescott
James C. Chamber1 in
Norman W. Stiles
Anne E. Goodman
DURHAM BOARD OF SELECTMEN
A True Copy, Attest:
Owen B. Durgin, Chairman
Sheldon Prescott
James C. Chamber 1 in
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1984 Budget as Posted
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE





















HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES:



















National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Estimated










930.02 Bldg. Maint. & Repair
DEPARTMENT TOTAL:
CEMETERIES MAINTENANCE: DEPT. 276











DEPARTMENT TOTAL: $ 7,726 $ 7,726
POLICE DEPARTMENT: DEPT. 301
Selectmen 's
Account
Account Description Selectmen's Budget Committee
Number Budget Budget
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT: DEPT. 441
702.01 Admin. Hourly Payroll Iij,i92 113,192
702.02 Admin. Overtime 4,942 4,942
702.03 Hourly Payroll 122,518 122,518
704.04 Hourly Payroll /OT 20,000 20,000
702.08 Payroll /Trans. OUT ( 62,669) ( 62,669)
715 Social Security 20,163 20,163
716 Hospitalization 24,371 24,371
717 Life & Disability 2,986 2,986
718.01 Retirement 6,849 6,849
720.08 Bene.fits/Trans. OUT ( 22,495) ( 22,495)
722 Unemployment 1,431 1,431
724 Worker's Comp. 17,378 17,378
740 Operating Supplies 6,000 6,000
741 Uniforms 2,100 1,400
743 Winter Abrasives 11,388 11,388
744 Patch 3,365 3,365
745 Bridge Maintenance 500 500
747 Road Reconstruction 163,211 163,211
749 Traffic Control/Signs 10,634 10,634
750 Highway Maintenance 4,470 4,470
850 Office Telephone 2,470 2,470
850.08 Telephone/Transfer OUT ( 483) ( 483)
865 Gas & Oil 25,365 25,365
910.01 Vehicle Insurance 5,882 5,882
910.03 Building Insurance 2,747 2,747
910.04 General Liability 724 724
910.06 Errors & Omissions Ins. 174 174
910.08 Insurance/Transfer OUT ( 255) ( 255)
921 Electricity 2,064 2,064
922 Heat 2,174 2,174
923 Water & Sewer 175 175
930.01 Equipment Rental 8,825 8,825
930.02 Equipment Maintenance 31,000 31,000
906 Education & Training 3,620 3,310
970.04 Gravel Pit Purchase 4,000 4,000
970.05 Hydraulic Bucket 10,682 10,682
970.06 Car 8,000 -0-
970.07 Sidewalk Tractor 18,000 18,000
970.08 Backhoe 37,000 37,000
*^T. nSPS^WJ T°T^L: $612,498 $ 603,488**$13,000 R.S. (Salaries)
STREET LIGHTING: DEPT. 450
780 Street Lighting $ 63,264 $ 63,264*
*$26,000 R.S.
REFUSE COLLECTION: DEPT. 526
702 Salary & Wages 9,768 9,768
715 Social Security 684 684
716 Hospitalization 1,825 1,825
717 Life & Disability 154 154
718.01 Retirement 250 250
722 Unemployment 168 168
724 Worker's Compensation 1,466 1,466































































Land Use Change Tax
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
National Bank Stock Tax























































































Repairs - Town Hall
Repairs - Court House

































































































Equipment Maint. & Sup.
Utilities
SUB-TOTAL









100. PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
100.10 Payroll-Administrative
100.11 Payroll-Administrative OT
100.12 Payroll - Hourly




100. PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTNENT
100.20 Work Clothes
100.21 Dues, Travel 5 Train.
100.22 Utilities
100.23 Gas ^ Oil





















111.00 Downtown Litter Removal
TOTAL
112. DURHAM POINT DISPOSAL AREA
112.10 Payroll - Hourly
112.20 Supplies

















120.14 Skating Rink Maintenance
120.15 Tennis Court Maintenance
120.16 Ballfield Maintenance
120.50 OYSTER RIVER YOUTH ASSOC.
ORYA Contribution - Cash
120.31 ORYA Contribution-Serv.
120.42 Water Tap ^ Lawless Field
120.43 Recreation - Master Plan
120.99 Capital Reserve: Truck
TOTAL
130. PLANNING BOARD:
130.10 Planning Board Members
130.11 Clerk (h Time)








130.80 Publications § Supplies
130.90 Professional Development
TOTAL









160.40 Real Estate Tax
160.45 Purchase of Property (Option)





160.85 Update Hatch Map









TRANSFERS FROM TO AMOUNT
LABOR:
DURHAM'S HISTORIC ACCOUNTING MACHINE
RETIRED AT LAST! ! ! !
!
HOME OF THE NEW SEACOAST SAVINGS BANK Located on Newmarket Road
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Durham Data






(Effective July 1, 1978, the
Federal Population Estimate is
official for all purposes and
includes resident student
population)
STATE ROADS: 19 miles.
SIDEWALKS: 25,689 linear feet, or 4.87 miles.
Recreational Facilities
Skating Rink at Jackson's Landing.
Jackson's Landing boating facilities.
Cedar Point boat ramp.
Tot Lot.
Oyster River Park.
Recreational walking route via Class VI roads, as seen in "Walking Durham.
Old Landing (both sides of bridge).
Town Shipyard boat landing.
Mill Pond scenic area.
Doe Farm
Bicentennial Park at Main Street and Mill Road.





Property Owned By The Town
BUILDINGS
Town Hall (Durham District Court, Museum)
Highway Department Garage
Highway Department Garage (sheds)
Sewage Treatment Plant and Addition
Sewage Pumping Station, Dover Road
Solid Waste Disposal Site, Durham Point Road
New Town Office Building - 13-15 Newmarket Road
Hockey Warming Hut
Grease Handling Facility
Henry A. Davis Memorial Building
46
LAND
Lot #55, Woodridge Road
Schoolhouse Lane, Town Garage Lot
Old Landing Road, 400' north side, 100' south side
Mill Pond Road Park
Land off Dame Road (approximately 30 acres)
Mill Pond Dam, north side
Police Building Lot, 40' x 50'
Tot Lot
Town Lot and land in Provost Development
Oyster River Park
Smith Chapel and two acres, Mill Pond Road
Littlehale Road Lot
Jackson Landing
Cedar Point, two shallow lots
Durham Point Road at intersection with Langley Road
Lee Pit
Well Site, four acres off U.S. Route 4 in Lee
Lot 27, Longmarsh Road - Beaver Pond Conservation Area
Conservation Land adjacent to Lot 27
Wiswall Road Dam Site
Spruce Hole Conservation Area
Doe Farm
Lot Nos. 7 9-83 — Woodridge Development
Conservation Easement - Pond Area at Durham Point Road and Pinecrest Lane
Conservation Purchase: Langmaid Farm, Longmarsh Road (Class VI area)
Blackhawk Lot #4
"THE SWIMMING HOLE" 50 YEARS AGO. .. SITE OF PRESENT DURHAM/UNH OUTDOOR POOL
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INFORMATION SHEET
TOWN OF DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
The following information is made available to aid all residents of
the Town of Durham:
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS
POLICE DEPARTMENT: 868-2324
FIRE AND AMBULANCE CALLS: (Dispatch Center) 862-1212
DURHAM AMBULANCE CORPS: (Business calls only) 862-3674
DOG OFFICER: (Dispatch Center) 862-1392
WATER & SEWER LINE BREAKS: Call Town Office, 868-5571
(After 5:00 P.M.: 868-2324)
VISITING NURSE (Oyster River Home Health Association) - 868-5055
TOWN OFFICE FUNCTIONS
TOWN OFFICE HOURS: Monday through Friday: 8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Car Registration : Registration in month of birth.
(Resident Tax for current and prior year must be paid)
Car inspection at time of registration and 6 months
later.
Driver's License : Applications available at Town Clerk's Office.
Resident Tax must be paid.
Dog Registration : Due May 1st.
Fees: Neutered Male/Spayed Female $3.50
Male $6.00
Female $6.50
Resident Tax : $10.00 per resident, ages 18 to 65.
Due December 1st or at time of car registration.
Property Taxes : Due December 1st or thirty (30) days after date of
issuance
.
Water and Sewer Billings : Issued every six (6) months.
State of New Hampshire Inventory of Taxable Property : Due April 15th.
If no Inventory is filed or if Inventory is incomplete,
a penalty of not more than $50, but not less than $10
will be assessed against the delinquent filer.
The right to appeal the tax and/or any exemption (s) is
also lost.
Late filing means loss of right to appeal.
Form invalid if not properly signed.
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TOWN OF DURHAM, N. H. INFORMATION SHEET Page 2
Property Tax Exemptions : A permanent application for the following
exemptions must be filed with the Town prior
to April 15 in the year of initial application,
VETERANS SERVICE EXEMPTION SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM EXEMPTION
BLIND EXEMPTION CURRENT USE EXEMPTION
ELDERLY EXEMPTION
Cemetery Information : Contact Trustees of Trust Funds, 868-5571.
Voter Registration : New voters can register with the Town Clerk.
Proof of age and citizenship are required.
IMPORTANT MEETINGS
TOWN MEETING: 2nd Tuesday in March.
Board of Selectmen : Every Monday, 7:00 P.M., Town Office.
Planning Board : First and third Wednesday, 7:30 P.M., Town Office.
Other Town committees meet as necessary.
NOTICES OF MEETINGS are posted in the Town Clerk's Office and on the
Bulletin Board outside the Town Office.
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICES are posted in the Town Clerk's Office and on the
Bulletin Board outside the Town Office; also posted
on the Bulletin Board at the Mill Road Shopping
Plaza.
MISCELLANEOUS
Solid Waste Disposal Site : Located on Durham Point Road.
Hours of Operation: Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday: 7:00 A.M. -
3:30 P.M.
Building Permits : Obtained at Durham Town Office.
Garage Sale Permits : Obtained at Durham Town Office.
Application must be made two weeks prior to sale,
and only two sales per year are permitted.
NOTE: The Town Office would appreciate being notified of any change of
address of Durham residents, to facilitate Town business.
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Police Department
The Department was kept busy during 1983. Although there was no
significant change in the overall total number of activities, the number
of incidents in certain areas continued to increase. Citizens' complaints
rose by 12%, criminal investigations 114%, criminal arrests 38%, motor
vehicle warnings 3%, and citations issued 7%.
Your support of last year's police portion of the budget added one
police officer to the size of the force. We are now able to provide an
additional investigator three days a week and add a patrol officer on
Friday and Saturday nights during our peak problem periods. This addition
accounts for the doubling of investigative services rendered the community,
as well as a part of the 62% increase in one area of alcohol-related
arrests. A breakdown of all activities follows the narrative portion of
this report.
In other areas, 100% of the department police personnel successfully
passed their annual physical agility testing - this is the first time we
have achieved this goal since the fitness testing was implemented in 1981.
The annual testing was designed to address the costs resulting from high
numbers of cardiovascular-related long term absences we had experienced in
the past. By the way, this test is the same test administered to entry
level job applicants - my congratulations to each officer of the Department
for their outstanding accomplishment.
This year's budget package will feature a request for the establish-
ment of an account entitled "Enterprise Fund - Parking" - Account Number
7-000. This account will be administered by our Department. The parking
fund will derive offsetting revenues making it more than self-supporting.
This account will provide for contractual computerized processing of
parking tickets. Known as the VACS System, the contractor has the ability
to access state registries throughout the New England area for listings
and identification of delinquent violators. Several communities and the
Public Safety Division at UNH have engaged this service and now report a
60-80% increase in revenues. Our current manual system has been denied
access to some registry listings, requires disproportionate amounts of
man hours compared to derived revenues and, if continued, would require
the costs related to the addition of a clerk. We believe the parking fund
will benefit the community - please support this request at Town Meeting.
Scott Biron, UNH athletic trainer, monitors heart rate and blood pressure
of Officer Brad Loomis during the annual physical agility test.
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19 83 ACTIVITY REPORT
1981 1982 1983
Aid to Citizens

































































Prohibited Carrying of Passenger
on Motorcycle Learner's
Permit 1
Failure to Reduce Speed on Curve 2
Passing a School Bus 4
No Fuel User's Permit 1
Limitations on Passing 3
Operating Without Corrective
Lenses 4
Stop Sign (Bicycle) 1
Following Too Closely 2
Operating Without Headlights 1
Operating Without License
in Possession 1
Failure to Yield at Intersection 2
Pedestrian Failing to Yield to
Motor Vehicle 1
Operating Bicycle Without Lights 26
Operating Bicycle on Sidewalk 1
Mirror Requirement 1
Yield Sign 2
One-Way Street (Bicycle) 4
Failure to Yield to Emergency
Vehicle 1
Obstruction to Driver's View 1
Obstruction to Driving
Mechanism 1
Failure to Dim Headlights 1
"19^46
1983 Citations Issued 1983 Complaints Answered
Classification Total Classification




Unsafe Lane Change 1
Operating Without a License 38
Non-Inspection 459
Unattended Motor Vehicle 26




Misuse of Power 12
Failure to Yield to Pedestrians
in Crosswalk 9
Operating Without Flaps or Guards i
No Stopping, Standing, or Parking i
Failure to Yield to Traffic 1
Red Light 7
Failure to Yield Right-of-Way 3
Operating Without Protective
Lenses 22
Misuse of Plates 1
Disobeying Traffic Regulations 2































































Metally Disturbed Person 3
Miscellaneous (Juvenile) 7
Indecent Exposure 7
Issuing Bad Checks 60






























Soliciting Without a Permit 5






Disposing of Stolen Property 1





Kindling Without a Permit
Runaway (Juvenile)







Theft of Lost Property/













False Report to Law
Enforcement
Theft (Juvenile)



























The Juvenile Annual Report relates only to those crimes where the
juvenile offender was known, apprehended, and processed.
A number of juvenile cases involved parent conferences, warnings
after hearings with parents, release to the custody of parents for disci-
plinary action, court diversion, and juvenile or adult court. The Juvenile
or Adult Court is used only after other remedies had been exhausted.
breakdown of Juvenile Cases
Violation
Classification
Parent Administrative Court Juvenile Adult

































PARKING PROBLEMS DURING THE THIRTIES
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Durham Safety Committee
The Town Safety Conmittee has met periodically to review many of the
problems which were referred to the Committee. For the most part, these
problems have to do with traffic control. Of particular concern to us has
been many of the "blind" intersections, and we have endeavored to correct
several of these by improving the visibility.
We are particularly concerned about speeding on Mill Road, and have
redesigned the signing of the traffic control in this area.
The Committee has worked collectively with Fire Chief Dewhurst and
UNH Public Safety Director Flanders regarding problems of mutual concern.
One of our chief concerns is pedestrian traffic, and we have endeavored to
locate crosswalks of Main Street, both downtown and on campus, to channel
pedestrian activities. This has not always been successful, but we believe
progress has been made.
The Committee met with representatives from the Oyster River School
to discuss traffic problems entering and exiting the school area and,
although no specific changes were recommended, we believe that we created
a mutual understanding on both sides of any arguments with respect to this
traffic. The possibility of using traffic control lights was studied, but
it was agreed that such lights would be ignored by student pedestrians in
most instances and would merely compound the present problem.
The Town has been unsuccessful in its negotiations with Public Service
Company in obtaining additional street lights. The lack of street lights
in certain sections was a concern to this Committee and, here again,
progress has been made. We look forward in the coming year to further
improvements in this connection.




SNOW REMOVAL 50 YEARS AGO
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Durham District Court Probation Officer
The 1983 legislative year brought about many changes for the
court system in general and for the Durham District Court in particular.
Beginning January 1, 1984, all of the courts throughout the State of
New Hampshire became part of the unified court system, and all of the
court employees became employees of the State.
A new motor vehicle summons was developed for use by all local
and state police departments. Attached to the new complaint is a list
of fines for certain minor motor vehicle offenses, and the person who
is summonsed to appear in court has the option of mailing in a standard
fine from the list or appearing in court on his own behalf. The pur-
pose of this new ticket is twofold - to standardize the fines through-
out the State, and to impress upon the person who receives this ticket
that he/she had better answer the summons, for there is an automatic
administrative fee of $25.00 over and above the fine if he/she does
not respond to the Court by the date shown on the front of the ticket.
Hopefully, this new method will cut down on the number of defaults
throughout the State of New Hampshire. Under this new system, all
revenues collected by each court will now be sent directly to the
State of New Hampshire for the general fund. The Town of Durham, how-
ever, is still responsible for the maintenance of the court facility -
i.e., heat, electricity, and janitorial services.
The Durham District Court Probation Department will now be a
separate unit from the Durham District Court and will continue to be
under the jurisdiction of the Town of Durham.
The year 1983 was a busy one for the Durham District Court and
the Probation Department. There was a total of 4500 criminal and
motor vehicle cases entered, an increase of over 1200 from last year.
There was also an increase in the number of civil cases and juvenile
cases. The Probation Officer's workload increased, with more pre-
sentence investigations being conducted by the Department. If this
rate of increase continues over the next few years, there will be a
need for new courtroom facilities, or expansion of the present building,
THE HISTORIC TOWN HALL AT DURHAM CORNER
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DURHAM CORNER c. 1890
The large brick building on the right is the "Oyster River House"
known as "Kelly's Inn" in 1825 when Lafayette was entertained there.
Benjamin Thompson owned a share in the hotel when he died in 1890, as did
then, or shortly thereafter, Fred E. Jenkins, William P. Frost, Belle S.
Mathes and Joseph W. Coe . The trustees of the New Hampshire College of
Agriculture and the Mechanics Arts voted to sell the one-eighth Thompson
interest in the property after the Thompson estate was turned over to them.
Beyond the inn, which burned in 1898, can be seen the steps and the bay
window of the Durham Library which was formerly the law office of John A.
Richardson. The Durham Library Association, incorporated in 1883, purchased
the building and in 1893 joined with the Town to maintain a public library
there until the books were moved to the Hamilton Smith Public Library follow-
ing its completion in 1907. The Town scales and the road signs are in the
center plot.
The first house on the left was probably the home of Hamilton A. Mathes
when this picture was taken but is generally known as the Belle S. Mathes
place from the name of his widow. "The Town and City Atlas of New Hamp-
shire," 1892, shows three houses between the Mathes home and the church,
the first belonging to A. Ranson, the second (which does not show in the
picture) to S. Rundlett, Jr. and the third to J. E. Buzzell. Beyond the
church, built in 1848-1849, is "Red Tower" once the home of Hamilton Smith.
The original house was built by the Reverend John Blydenburgh and had
several owners until 1895 when Hamilton Smith purchased it and made exten-
sive alterations after which it was furnished with much of the furniture
which had been in his English home, "Oakleig" in Chislehurst, Kent.
Philip M. Marston
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Public Works Advisory Committee
This long-established Coiimittee serves in an advisory capacity to the
Board of Selectmen and the Director of Public Works on a variety of issues
that affect this Department's operation and its many programs.
During 1983, the Committee fulfilled its usual functions in the follow-
ing basic areas
:
1. Review of the accomplishments of the 1983 Public Works program.
2. Development of the 1984 Budget and Work Program for the highway oper-
ations of the Public Works Department.
3. Capital equipment planning and purchases.
4. Long-range goals and specific Public Works issues and priorities.
5. Budgetary constraints and their impact on the operations and efficiency
of the Public Works Department.
6. Accompanied by Director Crombie, the Committee toured and viewed a
major portion of the streets, sidewalks, roads, bridges, etc., for
which our Public Works Department is responsible.
The Committee is impressed with the management of the Public Works
Department and the dedication and professionalism of its Director, staff
and employees.
William C. Clement 1985
Don L. Thompson 1986
Norman W. Stiles Chairman
PUBLIC WORKS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ROAD CONSTRUCTION ON MAIN STREET NEAR COLLEGE ROAD
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Highway Department
In 1983, the Durham Highway Department served the community in
completing a multitude of maintenance and construction projects.
The tasks of the Department are broken into four main categories by
season and include:
^^ ^
1. January through March — Snow and ice removal and equipment maintenance.
»
2. April 1st to May 30th — Maintenance
3. June 1st to mid-November — Construction program
4. Mid-November through December — Winter preparation.
Our program during the winter months, January to April, is dictated
a great deal by the weather conditions. Our main emphasis is snow and ice
control but it is also a time to do maintenance and cleaning of our equip-
ment. Work on the equipment is shared by all members of the Department
and includes equipment overhall, sandblasting and painting of the trucks
and heavy equipment owned by the Town. Other assignments during the
winter include patching, assisting the Water and Sewer Departments and
tree removal.
The beginning of Spring through Memorial Day is a time to freshen
up the community after the long winter months. Work completed includes
sign repairs, sweeping of all streets, loaming and seeding roadsides,
crosswalk painting and traffic markings, grading dirt roads, sidewalk
sweeping, road patching, and cleaning of the downtown for Memorial Day.
The construction portion of our program runs from the beginning of
June to mid-November. We supplement our Highway Department during this
time with college students who work with our full-time staff in completing
projects in the community. This past year the Department completed the
following projects: reconstruction of a new sidewalk on Edgewood Road, 7
miles of sand and chip seal, reconstruction of the Madbury Road sidewalk,
guardrail approaches at the Packers Fall Bridge and Croimnet Creek Bridge
along with a new stretch of guardrail on Bay Road, reconstruction of
Jenkins Court, and pavement overlay of sections of Pettee Brook Lane and
Bagdad Road. Special mention must be given to the Jenkins Court project
where we had excellent co-operation of the businesses in the downtown area.
Our yearly program ends with the preparation for winter from raid-
November through December. Functions include the cleaning of culverts,
sand and salt preparation, snow removal training and our first significant
snowfall.
The department took delivery on the purchase of a new front end
loader and dump truck in 198 3. Our capitol equipment program has continued
to provide the kind of equipment necessary to complete tasks effectively.
During this same period, we have reduced our maintenance costs and cut fuel
consumption thirty-two percent in the last six years.
Annual on-going projects throughout the year include dog control,
roadside mowing, fuel facility operation for police, fire, school district
and court system, maintenance of police cruisers, sign repair. Town Meeting
preparation, storm damage and assists to other departments and town
committees.
On behalf of the Public Works Department, we wish to thank the
community in supporting us to make a better community for all.
DURHAM HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
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Durham/UNH Water Policy Committee
The U^ater Policy Committee met on several occasions during 1983 with
Patrick Miller, Director of Plant Maintenance and Engineering at the
University of New Hampshire. These meetings were a result of our concern
with the quality of the water which the Town purchases from the University
system. U'e have received several complaints in this connection, and as a
result of these meetings some positive steps are being developed to deter-
mine several factors: Is the University of New Hampshire exceeding the
capacity of treating water at its plant? What procedures can be developed
to eliminate any and all deficiencies in the present system?
The Tov>7n and University jointly conducted a study of "lost water."
This study entailed hiring a specialized consultant who, with the aid of
our personnel, made an exhaustive study in this connection. By comparing
pumping records from the water supply plant and meter readings, both on
the University campus and throughout the Town system, it was determined
that nearly a million gallons of water was not accounted for. One water
line leakage point was determined in the Town of Durham and corrected.
For the most part, this "lost water" came about because of missing or in-
operative meters in University buildings. We do not wish to point fingers;
however, as the Town shares in the production costs at the University of
New Hampshire water plant, we were anxious to correct this deficiency
which would mean several thousands of dollars per year in savings to the
Durham users. We are pleased to report that corrective measures are being
taken in this connection.
Exploratory studies are being made as to the possible development of
the well which the Town owns in Lee (in the proximity of Five-Corners).
This well was developed by the Army Engineers at the time of the construc-
tion of Pease Air Force Base as a possible supplement to local water
supplies. The Corps turned the well over to Durham at no cost, and Durham
proceeded to acquire a four-acre parcel of land surrounding this well.
Although there is no immediate demand for tapping this supply, we feel it
rather important that plans should be developed in case we need to augment
the total supply system in the western section of the Town.
Although the present UNH water reservoir appears to be an adequate
supply, we are very pleased that several years ago we were able to tap the
Lamprey River as a reservoir. This was a joint effort between the Univer-
sity and the Town. The Town owns and operates the dam which provides a
reservoir of nearly one hundred million gallons of water. The University
constructed a pipeline from the Lamprey River to its reservoir and is
providing a stand-by pumping station which enables us to transfer water
from the Lamprey River to the Oyster River when needed.
James C. Chamber 1 in. Chairman





CONSTRUCTION OF THE DURHAM/UNH WATER RESERVOIR ON THE OYSTER RIVER
1934
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1975 Water Tower Construction Bond Issue
Original Issue $515,000.00, April 1, 1975, Payable in 20 Years
Interest 6.4% due April 1 and October 1
Annual principal payment $30,000.00,
due April 1, 1976, 1977, 1978
Annual principal payment $25,000.00 due April 1, 1979
Final Payment April 1, 1995
Principal and Interest paid by Water Department Revenues








































































































































$ 515,000.00 $337,920.00 $852,920.00
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Sewer Policy Committee
The Sewer Policy Committee during 1983 addressed a number of general
issues involving both the operations of the sewer plant and the use of its
product, the compost. As Durham citizens are aware, the Town has been at
the forefront of the composting process to permit the return of solids
from waste water treatment processes to the land. Because the Town is at
the cutting edge of this kind of activity, the Director of Public Works
and his sewer plant operators have had to pay particular attention to the
characteristics of the compost being developed. There have been extensive
discussions with representatives of the appropriate state agencies regard-
ing the guidelines under which this material may be distributed. Currently
Durham has an application for a certification before the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Board and expects positive action on that in the immediate future.
With the cooperation of the management of the Lamprey Regional Solid
Waste Cooperative, substantial reduction of the impact of ash from that
facility on the system was accomplished with a consequent reduction of the
amount of time which was spent cleaning some of the sewer lines in the
system.
Stabilization of the operation of the treatment plant remains a con-
tinual concern as the Director of Public Works tries to create an operating
system utilizing far fewer workers than proposed in the original design of
the plant. His attempts thus far are proving successful, but the increased
size and complexity of the plant over the original primary treatment plant
is reflected in the increasing operating costs of the facility. It is a
price that Durham residents will have to pay for much improved water
quality in the Oyster River.
The award to the University of a grant for the construction of a
Science and Engineering building will require the construction of addition-
al sewer lines along the College Road. The willingness of the Town and
University to support the planning monies which were requested three years
ago by the Sewer Policy Committee has provided a major reduction in the
time required for development of specific plans, since the overall system
planning relating to this line had already been accomplished. Troublesome
surcharging of the existing College Brook interceptor will be substantially
reduced by the construction of this new line.
The Director of Public Works and the operating staff of the Waste-
water Treatment Plant are to be complimented on the way in which they have
dealt with the numerous operating problems of both major and minor nature
in the course of the past year. The Town has been well served by their
activities
.





$1,000,000 Payable in 20 Years
Interest 3% due March 1 and September 1;




Year and Interest Grant (C-29)^ U.N.H Share^ Town Share
i9€5 $—ee-eee-rG© $ ^-iSri^S-rSS ^—64r8€iT4§
i966 ^ey^eeree 5e-?i2r0© ±47854765 137933x85
i96? ??7eeeTee ^Q-iB^-rQQ i475?eT8e 3S7i4STae
i968 ?575eeTee 3i7i55Tee— 447386796 387^58784
i969 ?47ee8Te8 387683788 4478837*1 297393789
i9?8 ^37588788 38785*788 i37?i9726 287739774
i97i 7*7888788 —397499788 ±3743574* 387866759
*973 697588788 387947788 *37*5*757 37748*743
*973 687888788 387395788 *37867773 367737-38
*974 667588788 377843788 *37583787 3678737*3
*975 657888788 37739*788 *37388783 357488797
*976 637588788 367739788 *378*67*8 347744x83
*977 637888788 367*87788 **7733733 347888767
±978 687588788 357635788 **7448749 3374*6x5*
i979 597888788 357888788 **7*64764 337753736
*968 577588788 34753*788 *87888779 33788873*
498*- 567888788 337979788 *87596795 3*7434785
-1-98^ -54-,-5^K)-.-6K) -2-3-,-4-?^-.-8f) -l-O-,-3i-3-.-l-0 -2-0-,^-&^.-98
1983 537888788 227875^88 ±87629^25 2e7695-:75




$1,315,000.00 $557,312.00 $248,839.07 $530,598.93
Balance payable from Town funds January 1, 1974 $250,275.96
*State was one year late in starting its payment on grant. Credit
to General Funds.
This bond issue covered six different contracts for improving and extend-
ing the sewer system. The University shared in the cost of the con-
struction contracts which benefited the University. See agreements for
payment and operation in official Town files.
2From schedule on file from State agency.






(See 1972 Town Report)
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Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
The Directors of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative are
pleased to report that the incinerator /energy recovery plant located on the
University of New Hampshire campus is operating on a continuous twenty-four
hour, seven-day a week schedule.
The day-to-day operation is carried out under the supervision of the
Cooperative's Administrator, under the general supervisory control of the
three-member Operations Committee from the Joint Board of Directors. The
plant personnel, in addition to the Administrator, includes two mechanics,
a truck driver, two daily shifts of 12 hours each involving 8 persons,
plus a daily cleanup crew. This organization operates the incinerator
system, maintains records, and coordinates with the University's Power
Plant staff to monitor the boiler and steam production elements of the
plant. The Cooperative's organization also handles the collection of
refuse from the transfer stations of five communities, and handles the ash
removal and its transfer to the landfill site.
In our report of 1983 you were informed that the Cooperative was
moving toward electrical generation as a means of utilizing the excess
steam production capability during the summer months. Since the 1983
report the University has received a grant for the rapid construction of a
new science building. The designers of the building are investigating the
possible use of steam for air conditioning. If the excess steam can be
used for this purpose, the Cooperative will have a market for the steam
which will not require a large capital investment as would electrical gen-
eration.
Arrangements were finalized with the New Hampshire Water Supply &
Pollution Control Commission and the Office of State Planning which pro-
vided a grant of funds to replace the bituminous concrete tipping floor at
the incinerator with a reinforced concrete floor. In return for the much
improved tipping floor, the Cooperative will incinerate oil spill debris
from oil spills in the Seacoast area.
During midsummer the plant was shut down for a period of about three
weeks while the new concrete floor was installed and considerable mainte-
nance, particularly of the ash conveyor was accomplished.
Our previous annual report stated that the town of South Berwick,
Maine had voted to join the Cooperative as a member. Legal problems con-
cerning a Maine town joining a New Hampshire Cooperative appear of such
magnitude that South Berwick will continue as a customer as opposed to
joining the Cooperative.
Recently a contract was signed with the town of Derry, wherein Derry
will also become a customer and will guarantee to deliver approximately one
hundred tons of refuse per week to the Cooperative during the colder months
when the additional tonnage is most desirable.
The Directors of the Cooperative wish to express their deep apprecia-
tion for the assistance given their efforts by the University's staff as
well as the officers and personnel of the cooperating towns. Every effort
will be continued to keep the residents of the region informed of the prog-
ress in the collection, processing and disposal of the waste which is being
handled at the plant.
Joint Board of Directors












Residential Construction (new homes)
Residential Construction (additions,
family rooms, porches, garages, utility
buildings, etc.)
Commercial Construction (new business,












Last year the Planning Board and University Officials worked
together to improve communications relating to University land use. This
effort was made to minimize adverse effects to the neighborhoods surrounding
University property. For the first time, this effort resulted in the
formation of a joint University/Neighborhood Committee that reviews the
on-going impact of the new Residential Life Facilities located off Edgewood
Road.
The Office Research Committee continues to work closely and
aggressively with the University and Board of Selectmen to broaden the tax
base in a manner that will benefit and enhance the Town of Durham through
the encouragement for development of the present Office Research Zone.
Through the combined efforts of the Town and University of New Hampshire,
we will hopefully see development in this area within the near future.
The Planning Board approved five limited Subdivisions which created
a total of nine new lots. There were no major subdivisions submitted and
major emphasis in 1983 was on expansion of business through Site Review.
The main items for site review consideration were a bank and numerous
apartment expansions. The Planning Board feels that one area of growing
concern is the fact that there is obviously a need for student housing
that is not being provided by the University which creates a negative
effect on residential neighborhoods. The Planning Board continues to
monitor and review this effect and would welcome input from the public.
Construction on the Canney Farm Subdivision, located between the
Route 4 bypass, Bagdad Road, and Canney Road, has started. The initial
stage of construction will include the extension of the Sewer Line under
Route 4 this spring to the project site.
The Planning Board encourages more community participation
directly with the Planning Board in terms of bringing forward questions and
concerns that they may have before they become a problem. The Planning
Board meets regularly on the first and third Wednesday of each month at
7:30 P.M. in the Meeting Room at the Town Office.
A special thanks is extended to Jerry Taube, Patricia Samuels, and
Robert Holland who ended their term of office in 1983 for the many hours
of work and dedication in serving the Planning Board.
Bruce Bragdon, Chairman
Jody Handy, Secretary







Seven applications were acted on by the Commission, the largest number
since it was created in 1975. Most involved minor alterations or improve-
ments to property within the historic district.
One, however, resulted in a significant change. The Commission ap-
proved the application of Ernest Cutter to relocate the building on
Newmarket Road opposite the Town Offices. The building was moved to the
rear of his property just below the Durham Community Church parking lot to
make room for construction of the Seacoast Savings Bank branch office.
The Newmarket Road building actually has no historic significance. It
was built in 1952 and at various times was used as a restaurant, oil company
office, realtor's office, and most recently as apartments. Because the
building was within historic district boundaries, the relocation required
Commission approval.
Main Street took on a colorful appearance in the fall when three build-
ings opposite the U. S. Post Office were painted blue, lime green, and
burnt orange. The colors were within the property owner's rights as the
historic district guidelines say that painting of existing structures
"shall be deemed of no interest" to the Commission.
The colorful buildings attracted considerable media attention, in-
cluding a segment on Channel 11 's New Hampshire Crossroads. The Commission
took the view that scraping of the clapboards and application of fresh
paint, whatever the color, was helping to preserve these historic buildings,
which is the mission of the Durham Historic District Commission.
The Chairman has been appointed to the Organization Committee of the
New Hampshire Association of Historic District Commissions, which was
created in 1983.
Other members of the Commission are Maryanna Hatch, Nancy Sandberg,
Millicent Prince, Lewis Roberts, James Chamberlin representing the Board of
Selectmen, and Robert Holland representing the Planning Board.
L. Franklin Heaid, Chairman
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
OUR COLORFUL HISTORIC DISTRICT: The Runlett House, built in 1800
(Burnt
Orange): Original Durham Post Office, built in 1907 (Lime Green): A
rental
house, built in 1897 (Colonial Blue).
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Conservation Commission
The Conservation Commission met on a periodic basis throughout 1983.
The topics with which it was involved were to update the program identify-
ing essential properties necessary to establish the corridor as envisioned
in the Comprehensive Plan of 1969; to establish a management and mainte-
nance program for property now owned by the Town and subject to control of
the Commission; and participation by Commission members in their individual
capacity in such newly created institutions as the "Great Bay Estuarine
System Conservation Trust" and the "Lamprey River Watershed Association."
Four dredge and fill applications were received and approved during
the year. Commission goals were preserved in the permits issued by the
Wetlands Board for the State of New Hampshire.
Although the Commission members searched for a representative to send
to the N.H. Youth Conservation Camp, no student expressed any interest in
this program.
The Commission members voted to provide a pamphlet entitled "Outdoor
Recreational Areas in Durham" to each household. The members recommend
that these pamphlets be examined to acquaint the residents of family
activities that may be enjoyed in the local area.
Mrs. Billie Jo Corell was appointed to the Conservation Commission to
fill the vacancy created by the retirement of Mr. Herbert W. Jackson.
Mr. Oliver Wallace advised the membership he was stepping down from
the Commission prior to the end of his term this year. Mr. Wallace is an
original member of the Commission, and one who has made very positive
contributions to the creation and development of Commission policies and
objectives.
The Town and Commission members are the benefactors of the wit, good
work and wise counsel of both Mr. Jackson and Mr. Wallace, and both will be
missed on the Commission.
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Parks and Recreation Committee
1983 dawned with renewed vigor and support for Parks and Recreation
programs. With the severe budget cuts in 1982 of our skating facility and
beautification programs, the committee decided to put both programs before
the Town in the form of a warrant article at the 1983 Town Meeting to allow
the townspeople to decide the fate of the programs. The Town answered in
overwhelmingly strong support of both programs therefore providing an
opportunity to carry out these successful programs this past year.
The Beautif ication Program for 1983 included for the first time the
planting of approximately 800 perennial plants in our beds to hopefully
reduce the amount of annuals planted and removed every year. Bulbs were
also planted to provide early color in the springtime. We continue to strive
to make this program as efficient and effective as possible.
The Oyster River Youth Association continues to provide a first
class recreation program for the youth of our community. The committee
wishes to express its sincere appreciation to the Association for the many
hours of devotion.
During the summer months, a U.N.H. student was hired by the committee
on a part time basis to work with the staff in conducting the necessary
interviews and collecting the proper data to enable us to complete a Master
Plan for recreation. Through the development of the Master Plan, the
committee gained many insights as to the existing facilities in the Town and
the usage of these facilities. The final results of this plan will be
available for public viewing at the Town Offices.
In the Town's 1984 warrant, you will find an article requesting funds
for improvements to existing facilities. The warrant article includes the
following: In order to make use of the Jackson Landing Skating Facility
year round, it is recommended that the inside area of the rink be paved.
This will enable such sports as basketball, box soccer, street hockey, and
other sports and activities requiring a solid playing surface. The
request of tot play equipment and portable bleachers at the Father Lawless
Field is a direct result of requests we have had from you, the residents.
Many families find themselves at the facility with no place to sit and
nothing for the younger members of the family to do during a game. Finally
the resurfacing, or plexipaving/Of the tennis courts at the Father Lawless
Facility has become eminent to keep the courts in a useable condition. This
process is normally done every 5 to 7 years and since our courts were
constructed in 1977, we are due to upgrade them before we have uncontrollable
and costly cracking of the surface. The committee would urge your support
of the entire warrant article.
In conclusion, the committee saw 1983 as a pivotal year, and are
appreciative of the support you showed to the Town's Parks and Recreation
Programs. We will continue to put before you what we feel are feasible












We began our 1983 program with the removal of hazardous trees during
the winter months. Approximately 53 trees in a dead and decaying state were
removed along town roads.
Once again in 1983, the town received the Tree City, U.S.A. Award
for the fifth year in a row. We continue to hold the distinction in the
state for the longest running years to receive the Award. This Award recog-
nizes Durham as caring about it's Urban Forest Environment.
During the month of May, we held our Arbor Day observance on the
hillside overlooking the Oyster River on Old Landing Road. The program
included the planting of a memorial tree in memory of Ernest Colprit by the
Durham Garden Club and the official presentation of our Tree City, U.S.A.
Award by Mary Reynold, State Urban Forester.
This past fall, the Town continued it's program of placing new trees
in the community. We are very grateful to the University for providing some
of the trees for this program.
In closing, I would like to pass along a couple of facts regarding
trees in our urban environment.
- Trees are the most effective air conditioners you will ever have.
- One healthy tree can be the equivalent of 10 room size air
conditioners operating 24 hours a day.
- An acre of trees produces enough oxygen to keep 18 people alive
one full year.
If I can be of assistance to you concerning evaluation of dead or
decaying trees, possible areas for new trees, or just advice on tree





Oyster River Home Health Association
The Oyster Iviver Rome Health Association is a Medicare certified,
non-profit organization established in 19^-7 by a group of public spirited
citizens. In the ensuin[: 16 years the agency has not wavered from the
orii^inal roal of its founders, "to promote health in the cornmunity by pro-
viding professional nursing and therapy services on an interrriittent basis
either in the patient's hovr.e or in arency sponsored clinics."
""'^e agency has changed - we hope for the better - as the original
staff of one nurse and a part time physical therapist lias grown to six
nurses and a full time physical therapist, \,'e contract for occupational
and speech t'^ierapy and ^or home healt'-' aides.
The agency is governed by a dedicated volunteer Board of Directors
consistin-g of five individuals from, each town served, Durham, Lee, Kadbury
and rev.'i.'.arl-iet •
Care of the Sick Program
Frofessioi;al staff working v;ith X'Si^ap^'O-fessionals visit tjatients in
their hoifies to provide m.edical services as ordered by thie physician. Al-
t'lough the ma^iority of patients are over Cp, increasing numbers of younger
peov-le are becoming aware that hospitalizations can be shortened and that
lecovery from illness can be made at home with professional supervision.
! edicare, Kedicaid and most private insurances provide benefits for Home
Health Services and no one in need is denied service.
I'aternal Child Health I'rogram.
Well child clinics, dental clinics and }iom.e visits are provided to
assist far.iljes in neetirc the health needs of their pre-school children.
This is a comprehensive program targeted toward lower income families.
Funding cones from. United Way, town appropriations, donations and a grant
from the State of Uew Hampshire.
Preventive Pro;,rams
As funding i?ermits, the Association is striving to strengthen its in-
volvem.ent with i^romoting and maintaining good health. Monthly hypertension
screening is done at two different locations. A more comprehensive clinic
has been instituted at a Durham housing comx^lex.
An answering service initiated last July makes nui'ses available seven
days per week.
In addition to nursing duties, agency- nurses devote a large share of
their time to social service tasks, making referrals to other agencies and
organizations in an effort to meet social and financial as well as medical
needs.
This year v;e were instru-iental in re-establishing a "Meals on V.'heels"
program v/ithin our Strafford County territory.
The Oyster Hiver Honie Health Association is dependent on many sources
to continue its programs. In addition to insurances, state grants, town
appropriations and United Way of Strafford County, we count on donations

















A^;ency offices in the Durham Tov;n Office Buildin^^ at 13 Newmarket










Suzann F. Griffith, R.M.
Susafi B. Grainger, R.N.
Dorothy I-;. Zimmerman, R.N,
Kathleen r:. DeLon^, R.N.
Nancy E. iiaram., R.N,
Jean C. Temple, R.N.



































[' ar tha Schanda
Becky Yeaton
Warren and Sid Peterman bicycle up Church Hill in the early 1920 's,
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Newmarket Health Center
The Newmarket Regional Health Center completed its twelfth year of
service in 1983. The Health Center operates two medical offices, one in
Newmarket and the other in Raymond, the Lamprey River Clinic. Both
facilities provide general medical care, preventive health services, com-
munity outreach, social services, and short term counseling with referral
to area mental health agencies.
In 1983, Joseph Fuller, M.D., a family practitioner, joined the
staff. The Health Center offers a Prenatal Program, under the direction
of Maude Guerin, M.D., which includes prenatal, delivery and postpartum
care. In addition, the Health Center offers nutritional counseling and
prenatal classes.
Other members of the medical staff include Sarah Oxnard , M.D.,
Michael Lewis, P.A.-C., Barbara Janeway, M.S.N. , A. R.N. P., and Anne
Fawcett, A. R.N. P. The medical team also includes registered nurses,
medical assistants and community health workers. For more information,
or to make a medical appointment, call 659-3106 in Newmarket, 895-3351
in Raymond, or toll-free in Newmarket at 1-800-582-7279.
The community health workers coordinate a school health program and
preventive screening clinics to detect potential health hazards. They
hold informative workshops and act as liaisons between the medical pro-
viders and patients.
In November, 1982, the Newmarket Regional Health Center initiated
a Self-Care Program for the Elderly in conjunction with the Occupational
Therapy Department of the University of New Hampshire. The purpose of
this program is to enable the elderly to stay in their home setting as
well as to maintain a quality of life and independent status within
their community. The focus of the program is to provide self-care skills
before disability occurs and to anticipate problems with functional
activities. Contact Anne Fawcett, A. R.N. P. at 1-800-582-7279 for more
information.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center continues to operate the Senior
Citizen Transportation Program. Three of the four busses are equipped
with hydraulic lifts to provide services to the handicapped. The trans-
portation service enables senior citizens to remain independent, self-
sufficient and active by providing the needed services, including
medical, food shopping and recreational trips. For more information,
or to arrange a ride for a senior citizen, call 659-2424 or toll-free
1-800-582-7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its deepest







A variety of activities in the Children's Room kept both the children
and the librarians busy during 1983. Among these were four holiday-craft
programs and three craft activities during school vacation weeks. During
the summer, there were three kite workshops and a three-week puppet work-
shop, as well as two craft programs for preschoolers. Film programs in-
cluded an eight-week winter series, rental of two Disney films in the
summer, film programs during school vacation weeks and films for pre-
schoolers .
There were four series of story times for the 2-3 year olds, and also
for the 4-5 year olds. There were two "special" story times, open to all,
which combined storytelling with puppetry; each "special" story time drew
an audience of more than 100 children. In the spring, the librarians
visited each classroom of the Oyster River and Mastway Elementary schools
to publicize the Library's summer activities and to tell a story to each
class. In the summer, they gave a "special" story hour at the Exeter,
Lee, and Harrington Public Libraries. The librarians donated a story-
telling program to the Channel 11 auction, and were privileged to perform
at a five-year-old's birthday party.
The summer program opened with a birthday party in honor of Beatrix
Potter. Activities featured a reading program which was very successful,
with over 80 childran participating; for each book read the children were
given a sticker, donated by the Outback, to put on our Reading Rainbow.
At the end-of-tho-summer party each child was presented with a certificate
of participation, and prizes donated by local merchants, such as Town &
Campus, Burgei King, and Things & Things, were awarded. Children from the
puppetry workshop also presented a puppet version of "The Four Clever
Brothers" by the Brothers Grimm.
The librarians were active in a number of groups: the Oyster River
Librarians, the New Hampshire Library Association Children's Division
(CHILIS), and the New England Library Association Roundtable of Children's
Librarians (NERTCL) ; they attended various meetings, programs, and work-
shops of these organizations.
Margctret Chasteen attended a weekend storytelling workshop at Lesley
College in Cambridge, and came home with many insights and much enthusiasm.
She also made contacts for beginning a storytelling network in New Hamp-
shire, and toward that end both she and Karen Littlefield joined an informal
group who were meeting bi-weekly to share stories and advice.
A special treat during the spring school vacation was a magic show by
"The Mystifier," Ray Ejarque, who attracted his usual large crowd of inter-
ested children.
Weeding of the juvenile fiction collection was completed: some titles
were transferred to stacks, some to the Historical Juvenile collection, and
some were put in the book sale. The "Josten" collection continues to be
heavily used, and while the name remains the same, it is no longer leased,
but purchased.
Day care centers and nursery schools continue to use the Library on a
regular basis; the librarians gave talks/tours to 12 different school groups
from 10 different towns. In the period September-December, 418 children
visited the Library for crafts, films, tours, etc. (21 groups) and 214

















Report on the Durham Swans
The ongoing story of Durham's swans a year at a time is more felici-
tous than the incidents day by day. The two free-flying birds spent the
winter as usual in their Portsmouth-Newcastle haven from snow and ice, wait-
ing until Town Meeting arrives before returning to Durham. The female
(Agatha) recognizes the Mill Pond as home, her birthplace. The male
(Alfred) tags along, as close to Agatha as she will allow. Durham news and
the doings of the swans is "A Love Story with Feathers."
In March when the two swans settled in on the Mill Pond, no one was
quite sure of Alfred's intentions. After his 1982 record (letting Agatha
produce only unfertilized eggs) , he might not be up to contributing his
share to raising a family. Possibly he stayed near Agatha for mere com-
panionship. The pessimistic swankeepers hauled no hay over the frozen
Mill Pond to the previous nest site. This made good sense when melting ice
and runoff water filled the pond so full that the previous swan nest sites
were flooded and lining material floated away. Concerned citizens began
telephoning to suggest ways to provide the swans with a raft stocked with
suitable nesting material, one that would rise and fall with water level.
One person offered a dozen empty gallon milk bottles to float such a con-
traption, but had no confidence that the swans would accept the substitute
for their earlier site. Yet, on March 20 the two birds were together sur-
veying the situation. This was also the first day that the frost was out
of the ground enough to have earthworms stranded on sidewalks after the
rain of the night before. St. Patrick's Day is a more usual first date
for the earthworms to behave this way.
Agatha set about building a nest anyway a new nest, amid a low
clump of alders almost as far as possible from her old nest, near the
opposite end of the same elongated shallow area, just west of the main
current through the pond toward the dam. In response to Lorus Milne's
telephone calls, George Crombie, for the Town, provided two bales of straw
and, on the final day of March, the Durham Fire Department sent a small
crew with a rubber boat to haul the hay out to the vicinity of Agatha's
nest. Lorus went along to help and initially held the boat many yards
from the nest on which Agatha continued to sit. She grew restless, how-
ever, with people so close and slid into the water to join Alfred a short
distance away. While her nest was unoccupied, the hay -moving team nudged
their craft close enough to be able to drop off some of the nesting ma-
terial within the length of a swan's neck from her nest. At this range,
three clean ivory-colored eggs were visible where Agatha had been sitting.
At least she had made this much progress, perhaps in response to Alfred's
witnessed attempts to mate with her. The visit to her nest did not dis-
turb her unduly for by the time the Fire Department got their boat back
on the truck and Lorus got his bicycle ready for going home, Agatha was
climbing up over the new nesting material into the side of her nest farther
from the road. The next day she got off the nest and Alfred took a turn
at incubating the eggs. Buoyed by eyewitness reports of Alfred's involve-
ment, residents of Durham began to guess when the eggs might be expected
to hatch, to begin "the pitter-patter of little webbed feet."
On April 6, two people in a canoe tried to get close enough to the
nest to photograph the eggs in case the incubating swan got off. They did
not count on former swankeeper Esther-Mae Forrest hailing a police cruiser
and getting action to rid the pond of the canoe and its passengers
despite their protest that they were news photographers wanting closeup
photos for the daily paper. "Bully for Esther-Mae and the police!" thought
many a Durham citizen. Some took comfort from the fact that Alfred was
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sitting on the eggs so often, even appearing to sleep at the job, more
settled down on them than any swan had seemed to be before. Meanwhile,
Agatha might be sleeping a few yards away while floating on the pond. Her
previous mate (Hamilton) would have chased her back onto the nest given
her no peace until she resumed these "domestic" duties. Were the swans
recognizing an Equal Rights Amendment?
May 1 and May 24 both came and went with no hatchling swans (cygnets).
The "parent" birds began leaving the nest unattended for minutes, then for
hours. They scarcely showed alarm or even interest v/hen Lorus Milne rowed
his jon boat out to the nest, found it empty, and climbed up on it to see
if the eggs had fallen into the water and might still be there. No sign
of eggs! Had a raccoon or an otter taken them? Two families of mallard
ducks were paddling around the pond, accompanied everywhere by an adult
female who might be the parent or an adopting duck. No cygnets.
Meanwhile, (June 1) the citizens of Newmarket were gloating over the
success of their two pinioned mute swans in producing four, perhaps five,
healthy looking cygnets on the Lamprey River. The preceding year, this
pair too had produced only infertile eggs. So "Apollo" and "Venus" were
doing better. So were "Victor" and "Victoria," another pair of mute swans
in Rochester. But the happiness faded within ten days of hatch. The cyg-
nets died, probably from the same disastrous "Waterfowl malaria" that has
struck down Durham's cygnets in earlier years. We don't notice when it
kills young geese and ducks, but 50 per cent mortality is common. No need
to suspect the parent birds from stepping on their young and "squashing"
them, or that cold wet weather gave them fatal colds despite a swan'sdown
covering, courtesy of the adults.
For a cygnet, "natural causes" can be as simple as an infected black-
fly crawling into the egg when the little bird pips the first opening
through the shell. The insect transfers the disease for which no cure or
preventive measure has yet been found. Agatha is one of the few swans
that built up an immunity to waterfowl malaria before it killed her.
Probably Alfred is immune too now. Both adults, as carriers, may easily
serve to infect new blackflies each year, far enough ahead of the hatching
date for the disease agents to go through their development inside the
long-lived blackflies and be ready to infect (and strike down) newhatched
cygnets.
A new problem became evident on July 6. Wildlife ecologist Don F.
Miller and Esther-Mae Forrest were among several who reported that Alfred
had an 18-inch length of fish line hanging from his beak. He seemed un-
able to shake it loose although he tried repeatedly. It slowed his eating,
and certainly annoyed him. UNH veterinarian Joseph J. Moore, along with
Miller, veterinarian Roger Wells, some graduate students, the swankeepers
and their visitor Ed Graham, curator of the Audubon Society museum in
Audubon, Pennsylvania, all tried to bait Alfred close to shore so that he
could be caught and helped. Alfred was much too wary and quick until a
second try was made the following day, nudging with two boats the unfortu-
nate bird toward shore and would-be rescuers. Bill Sturgeon of Lee, who
had just returned from Alaska, dropped a net over Alfred's head and subdued
the bird. Everyone helped carry Alfred up toward the road, where Moore
^
removed the steel fish hook which held the line to the fat below Alfred's
tongue. Free at last, Alfred rejoined Agatha and both headed upstream.
Early in June a pair of Canada geese settled on the Mill Pond and
revealed their trust of people by accepting bits of bread at close range,
even climbing out on shore. Whenever the swans were near by, they chased
the geese but never managed to drive them far. For their part, the geese
chased away redwing blackbirds that came to share in the free food. On
June 22 a third goose, equally tame, came to the Mill Pond but was not
accepted to make a threesome; they tried to keep the newcomer at a distance,
and even became distrustful of a chipmunk that scampered over to grab a
crust. Human watchers by the pond voiced concern that feeding the geese
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and ducks would make them so unafraid of people that they would be easy
targets when hunting season opened. Others hoped that the gunners would
know that Federal regulations forbid firing at these birds on ponds where
they are fed. Some worried about the mallard ducks, which had become so
used to competing for a handout at pond's edge that they were climbing up
to Mill Pond Road and venturing out onto the pavement where cars might kill
them.
Mid-July found the swans ready to use their new flight feathers.
After a few practice flips the two deserted the Mill Pond in favor of the
waters of Beard's Creek. Perhaps they found there more wild food. Both
returned to the Mill Pond on July 27, but were back at Beard's in time for
their evening meal of bread.
A few weeks later, the swans transferred allegiance to the Mill Pond
again. Now Agatha was seen to have a bare area almost the size of a silver
dollar above one eye, and to be scratching at it every few minutes. Vet-
erinarian Joseph Moore came to see her, and judged that there was no cause
to worry unless Agatha made herself bleed, opening the way for a parasitic
infection which could harm her health. Fortunately the sore spot healed
naturally.
By mid-September, both swans were missing. John Beckett paddled the
whole length of the Oyster River backwaters seeking them, but in vain.
The birds were hiding among the bordering cattails on Beard's Creek, for
both were there and very hungry on September 18.
Perhaps the swans got wind of discussions led by Herbert Jackson,
advocating a drawdown of Mill Pond waters to let frosts kill vegetation
around the margins. Without a pond to swim in, the swans would have
difficulty getting airborne. Or did the swans expect cold weather to come
and freeze their habitat? Whatever the cause, the two took off for winter
quarters in Portsmouth and, on October 23, accepted food from welcomers,
especially Kristen Sanders Davis of Sanders Lobster Company on Pray Street.
This arrival date preceded by about a month earlier moves in that direction.
The Mill Pond was drained a few days later, and remained a desolate
sight until November 26 when a heavy rain refilled it -- adding water via
Oyster River and College Brook much faster than it could escape through
the open gate. As soon as the rain stopped, the pond drained again. Its
bottom stayed exposed to air and gulls until another rain refilled it
December 15. Even then a great blue heron departed only a short distance
and returned the following day as the pond bottom and a few pools were
exposed. Weather like extra Indian Summers kept frost from doing its hoped-
for operation. The unusual weather may have interrupted the migration of a
whistling swan from the high Arctic, on its way to overwinter in the coastal
Carolinas. The bird set itself down on an open field in Madbury near the
Kingman Laboratory, where Janet Wall alerted Margery Milne, who shared the
news with Connie Casas and other bird-watchers, leading them to admire it
as a rarity. Could this be a harbinger of another kind of swan on the
Mill Pond?
Lorus J. Milne and Margery Milne
Appointed Keepers of the Swans
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The meeting was called to order at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, March 8, 1983, at the Oyster
River High School Gymnasium by Moderator Joseph E. Michael, Jr., who read Articles 1
through 7. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the polls be opened and remain
open until 7 p.m. and that action on Articles 8 through 21 be postponed until 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 9, 1983, at the Oyster River High School Gymnasium. Motion carried. The
Moderator read the balance of the warrant.
Article 1 . (Town Officers)
Selectman
(To Choose One)
Trustees of Trust Funds
(To Choose One)
Budget Committee (3-Year Term)
(To Choose Four)






































* Lost for lack of 2/3 majority required by petition of voters
** Moderator ruled vote null and void due to confusion on wording of article
Total ballots cast: 714
Balloting was suspended at 7 p.m., and the meeting was recessed.
The meeting was reconvened at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, March 9, 1983, in the Oyster River
High School Gymnasium by Moderator Joseph Michael, who read the results of the election on
Tuesday. Mr. Michael said he would appoint the two members needed on the Budget Committee.
The Moderator ruled that Articles 2, 3, 4, and 5 were passed. Article 6 was lost for lack
of a 2/3 majority as required by the petition presented by the necessary number of voters.
Article 7 was ruled null and void because of confusing wording on the ballot.
Mr. Michael thanked everyone who had worked at the polls on Tuesday and counted
ballots that night. He announced that the Keepers of the Swans have reported that the
swans are back on the Mill Pond. Mr. Michael also thanked the cadets of the Arnold Air
Society who manned the Red Cross and 250th Anniversary Committee table at the polls on
Tuesday.
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Owen Durgin paid tribute to Alden Winn for his 14 years of service to the Town of
Durham as a member of the Planning Board and a Selectman. Owen presented Alden with
a captain's chair with the Town of Durham seal stenciled on the back. Alden was ac-
knowledged with applause and a standing ovation. Mr. Winn then spoke on the state of the
Town, calling attention to the fact that the revenue figures projected in the budget are
only estimated. Some of these figures may change through legislative action, which could
take funds away from the towns and cities. He went on to say that the Selectmen intend
to move amendments to the budget in the amount of $34,000, which is approximately $.39 on
the tax rate. The amendments would be $14,600 for the beautif ication program and the
skating rink in Articles 10 and 11, plus $19,000 for snow removal and computer equipment.
Article 8 . It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded by Alden Winn, that the Town raise
and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000) for sewer con-
struction to service an area east of the Route 4 Bypass, including parts of Bagdad and
Canney Road to the Madbury Town line, and portions of Ambler Way and Gerrish Drive. Such
sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the
Municipal Finance Act (N.H. R.S.A. 33:1 et seq., as amended) and to authorize the Select-
men to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rates of interest
thereon, and to take such other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, nego-
tiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interests of the
Town of Durham. Further, to authorize the Selectmen to seek, accept, and expend such
State, Federal, and private grants as are available for such purposes.
Mr. Durgin said this was the same article that lost by 15 votes last year. The Sewer
Policy Committee and the Board of Selectmen still feel that this is the best way to sewer
that area mentioned in the article. The Town will get a sewer line without having to pay
anything. The difference to the developer is about $14,000. He will save that amount of
money by using the Town's name to borrow the money for the project. This would allow the
Town to shift our planning money to other parts of Town at which we are looking seriously
to develop a light industrial base. These two objectives would be accomplished without
unreasonable constraints on the Town.
Darrett Rutman questioned the security of the Town in this matter. He said he felt
this was one of the reasons the article was defeated last year. Mr. Durgin assured the
voters that the Selectmen would guarantee that the Town would not be left holding the bag.
The agreement can't be drawn up until this article is passed, so the Selectmen can't say
now what is in the agreement. Diane Carroll said this vote is premature. The sewer line
is primarily to 3ervice a developer. There is a court case involving restrictions being
put on the development and the court case will not be settled until late in April.
Patricia Samuels, Chairman of the Planning Board, said the court case doesn't have anything
to do with the sewer line.
Walter Cheney, the developer involved in this project, said the Planning Board had
approved his plans with 76 restrictions. Mr. Cheney then had 30 days in which to meet the
restrictions. The Planning Board did not give him the extension of time that he requested,
so he filed the suit in court. Mr. Cheney and the Planning Board and other officials have
been working to straighten this out, and they are now within days of reaching a final
agreement. The only reason he went to court was because he wanted to protect himself when
he couldn't meet the 30-day deadline.
Dr. Lawrence Slanetz, the Town Health Officer, said he felt the article was reasonable
and it has his support. Heather Cloitre, who lives in the area in question, asked if this
project would mean sewer service to other homes in the area. Mr. Durgin said the article
would only mean that if Mr. Cheney goes ahead with his proposed development, he will be
able to put in a 12" line rather than an 8" line. It does not mean the service will be
extended to houses already built in that area. Mrs. Cloitre expressed concern for the
welfare of the small children in the area with all the traffic from the construction ve-
hicles. She also was concerned that we would be setting a precedent for future develop-
ments.
There being no further discussion, the polls were opened at 8 p.m. and remained open
until 10 p.m. There were 340 votes cast. The results were: Yes 220, No 119. The arti-
cle was lost as it needed 228 for a 2/3 majority.
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Article 9 . It was moved by James Chamberlin, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand, One Hundred Thirty-three dollars for the upgrading,
revision and increased illumination of the Town of Durham Street Lighting System.
Mr. Rutman asked if this would mean $11,000 additional funds every year. James
Chamberlin said it would. Joseph Murdoch asked if the Board of Selectmen had considered
contracting this project out and paying Public Service their rents. Mr. Chamberlin said
the method proposed by the Selectmen would be cheaper. Mr. Murdoch asked if we weren't
paying a higher cost per kilowatt than if we owned the equipment. Mr. Chamberlin said it
was higher. Mr. Murdoch suggested that the Selectmen look into this and spread the cost
over the next four or five years.
Mr. Durgin said the high-pressure sodiiom gives twice the light at half the necessary
power. The Selectmen have talked with the Public Service Company, and the Company is not
willing to sell certain items of their equipment. After some further discussion the vote
was taken, and the article was adopted.
Article 10 . It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town raise and appro-
priate the sum of Eight Thousand, Two Hundred Forty-seven Dollars ($8^247) for the
maintenance of flower beds in public areas of Town. Such beaut if ication funds will be
used for plant stock, supplies, and the supervision of planting and maintaining the beds.
Mr. Durgin said we had come to the "perennial" question of the beautif ication program in
Town. Last year we raised about $3,300 in contributions by townspeople, and many people
offered their time to help maintain the flower beds, but unfortunately, it was not enough
money or time to totally maintain the program without using tax money. Donald Sumner,
Chairman of the Budget Committee, said they had discussed this at their meeting several
times and decided that it is best left to the discretion of the voters as to whether or
not the Town should be paying for this.
Mary Jane Kilian spoke in favor of continuing the program with tax support and said
the flowers were beautiful. She asked if more perennials could be used which would cost
less in the long run. Mr. Durgin said they have purchased as many perennials as possible,
but there are many places we can't use them because of the salt used on the roads in the
winter. The vote was taken, and the article was adopted.
Article 11 . The Moderator ruled that Article 11 could not be voted on intelligently
as it was printed in the warrant. So he said we would consider the first part of the
article, and if it fails, the movers may be allowed to make a firrther motion for the
balance of the article.
It was moved by C. Michael O'Neil, seconded, that the Town raise and appropriate the
sum of Six Thousand, Three Hundred Seventy-eight Dollars ($6,378) for the operation and
maintenance of the Jackson Landing Skating Rink. Mr. O'Neil, Chairman of the Parks and
Recreation Committee, said the Committee still feels that the investment in the skating
rink is in the best interest of the community. They ask that the sum of $6,378 be
appropriated for the maintenance of the facility. Mr. O'Neil said the Oyster River Youth
Association uses this facility when it is available, and ORYA must go out of Town and pay
for ice time when it is not available. Joseph Fleming, a former member of the Parks and
Recreation Committee, spoke in favor of the article. He said that much time and effort
had been spent on this project in the past, and it was a shame to see it go to waste for
the sum of $6,378.
Donald Sumner spoke as a private individual, not a member of the Budget Committee.
Mr. Sumner said he was not opposed to the facility, but a study was made on the use of the
rink when it was actively maintained, and the cost of an hour's ice time the first year
was $2.21, and the last year it was $7.01. In some years it cost $9.00 per hour to main-
tain the rink. In the winter of 1980-1981, 21 hoxors per week were set aside for ORYA.
Last year when the skating rink question was discussed and there was a possibility of a
request for a covered rink, ORYA said the outdoor rink was difficult to use because of
the unpredictability of the weather. Mr. Siamner said he fears that in the futiore we could
be faced with things like covering the rink, etc., which would cost a great deal of money.
After some further discussion the vote was taken, and the article was adopted.
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Article 12. It was moved by Donald Sumner, seconded by Shirley Thompson, that the
budget be adopted in the amount of $3,254,679.00. Mr. Sumner moved to amend the budget to
$3,269,304.00 due to the action on Articles 10 and 11, with the total to be raised by taxes
$1,230,392. Motion seconded. Mr. Sumner said everyone had worked very hard in the prep-
aration of the budget, and there is no reduction of services in this budget. After a
couple of questions from the floor, the vote was taken, and the budget was adopted.
NOTE; As Article 8 was defeated, the $150,000.00 for the sewer bonds and $6,750.00
for interest on those bonds should have been deleted from the budget, making the correct
total $3,112,554.00.
Article 13. It was moved by Alden Winn, seconded, to authorize the Selectmen to
receive and deposit in the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, Federal Revenues allocated to the
Town by the Federal Government under provisions of the 1974 Acts of Congress, as amended,
establishing the State and Local Assistance Act, and to authorize withdrawal from this
fund for budgeted appropriations in the approximate amo\ints and for the purposes listed
in the article in the Town Report.
Mr. Winn moved to amend the article by deleting item #12 and adding half of that
amount of money to each of items #9 and #10. That would make Public Works Salaries
$27,495 and Police Salaries $27,469. Motion seconded. Mr. Winn explained that Federal
Revenue Sharing money can only be spent on items already appropriated in the budget.
Since the $4,000 shown in the budget for a computer is going into a trust fund, and since
you can't put Revenue Sharing money into a trust fund, this item must be removed from the
list. Motion passed. The article was adopted as amended.
Article 14. It was moved by James Chamberlin, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of approximately $355,000.00 to defray its share of the cost of
Strafford County Government. Mr. Chamberlin moved to amend that figure to $388,837.
Motion seconded. The vote was taken, and the amendment passed. The vote was then taken
on the article as amended, and it was defeated.
Article 15. It was moved by Norman Stiles, seconded, that the Town authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain such
Federal, State or other assistance as may be available for public works or other municipal
functions, and to expend such funds for those projects. The vote was taken, and the
results were: Yes 202, No 2. As this was more than the 2/3 majority required, the motion
was declared adopted.
Article 16. It was moved by Sheldon Prescott, seconded, that the Town authorize the
Selectmen, under authority of R.S.A. 80:42, to sell and transfer the tax lien and/or title
to real estate acquired by the Town at a tax collector's sale for non-payment of taxes, in
default of redemption for such tax sale within the time limited by law, by deed or other-
wise upon such terms as the Selectmen shall deem to be in the best interests of the Town.
Motion carried.
Article 17. It was moved by James Chamberlin, seconded, that the Town authorize the
Selectmen to borrow necessary money in anticipation of taxes by issuing short-term notes.
Motion carried.
Article 18. It was moved by Alden Winn, seconded, that the Town authorize the tax
collector to receive prepayment of resident taxes for the current year, beginning April 1
each year. And further, any person liable for resident tax may pay the tax at any time
from April 1 until he receives notice of the assessed resident tax. And further, to
receive prepayments until rescinded by the same method used for adoption. Motion carried.
Article 19. It was moved by Diana Carroll, seconded, that the meeting go on record
in support of immediate actions by the Federal Government to control and reduce acid rain
which is harmful to the environment and economy of Durham and to the health and welfare of
the people of Durham. These actions shall include: (1) Reduce by at least half the major
cause of acid rain, sulfur dioxide emissions, by the year 1990, and (2) Conclude negoti-
ations and adopt a treaty with the government of Canada that will commit both nations to
this same goal. The record on the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New
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Hampshire Congressional Delegation and to the President of the United States. Mrs. Carroll
read a statement on behalf of the Dover-Diirham League of Women Voters explaining the
problem and urged passage of the article. John Carroll also spoke in favor of this article,
The Article was adopted.
Article 20. It was moved by Roy Morrison, seconded, that Durham require that any
emergency response plans for the Town in relation to the Seabrook Nuclear Project be
approved by the Town Meeting as a condition for their acceptance by the Town.
Mr. Morrison's motion included the following: (1) The Selectmen will cause any evacu-
ation, relocation, or other emergency response plans for the Seabrook Nuclear Project
which affect the Town which are developed by or for the Town to come before the Town
Meeting for approval by majority vote, and (2) No Town official or agency shall approve
the implementation of an emergency response plan for the Seabrook Nuclear Project as it
affects the Town of Durham which has not been approved by vote of the Town Meeting.
Mr. Morrison said that Diirham and the University of New Hampshire have been listed
by the Seabrook contractor as a place to house people in the case of a nuclear accident.
Mr. Morrison doesn't think that is a reasonable solution to the problem as we may have to
evacuate ourselves. Mr. Morrison said the Town Meeting should have a chance to vote on
any place that is being considered as a shelter in such cases.
Alden Winn said that the wording in this article was too sweeping. It could be
construed to include people just passing through the Town. Mr. Winn said that we could be
standing in the face of an order from the Federal Government or the State of New Hampshire
and that it might be that there would be no time to hold a Town Meeting. Mr. Winn said he
also hoped the Town of Durham would get a chance to consider any evacuation plan, but he
felt that this article was not clear in its intention.
It was moved by Joseph Murdoch, seconded, to insert after the word "Project" in the
first sentence the following: "lonless of such a nature as to require prompt response by
the Selectmen." The sentence would read: That the Town of Durham will require that any
emergency response plans for the Town in relation to the Seabrook Nuclear Project, unless
of such a nature as to require prompt response by the Selectmen, be approved by the Town
Meeting as a condition for their acceptance by the Town. Mr. Murdoch said we had elected
the Selectmen to represent us, and it may be possible that we will need them to act before
we could have a Town Meeting. However, Mr. Mtirdoch said he does wish to support this
article in general.
After fxorther discussion, the vote was taken, and the amendment was adopted. The
vote was then taken on the article as amended, and the results were: Yes 92, No. 43.
Motion adopted.
Article 21. James Chamberlin thanked Carol May, Elaine More, John Hatch, and Mary-
anna Hatch for all the various things they have done over the past year for the Town.
They have all worked hard in various capacities to make life in Durham a little better for
us all. Those in attendance gave these people a standing ovation.
William Conk spoke on behalf of the Durham Ambulance Corps, extending an invitation
to people to join the Corps, as there are various types of membership. He thanked the
townspeople for their continued support over the years and said there is a need for both
volunteers to run the Corps and the necessary funding to keep the Corps active.
Miss Thelma Brackett said she had recently had to call the Ambulance Corps, and she
said there were no better people to come out in the middle of the night to take care of
you, and she wanted to publicly thank the members of the Corps.










Durham Historic Association Museum
The Selectmen extend their thanks to all in the Town Office who
cooperated so willingly in preparing this report. A special thanks to
Maryanna Hatch for her many hours of volunteer work as liaison with the
printer and coordinating the layout of the 1983 Town Report.
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